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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
I'vly interest in Shelley' s
~auty

"

~

to Intellectual

vvas an outgrovlth of a course in romantic :poetry.

After writing a short paper analyzing the

~,

I

rea-

lized the position it ho14 in relation to Shelley's other
wri tings.

Realizing its iml)Ortance and knovring that the

paper left many phases of the poem untouched, I purposed to
pursue the study on a larger scale.
The short study has brought to mind a number of
questions regardinc the poem.

Ivnat does the poem say?

What experiences of the author are reflected in the poem?
From what sources are the ideas derived?

Does Shelley han-

dle the poetice.l devices in a way to make the poem a work
of lasting value?

In order to anSVler these questions it

will be necessapy to aru?lyze four phases of the poem:

the

rhetorical structure, the experiences of the author reflected in the poem or influencing it, the source of the philosophy, and the style.

Since an analysis of this kind has

not been made, no doubt nevI truths will be discovered, permi tting a fuller and rnore accurate interpretation of the
poem.
Tho primary sources for biographical material a1'e
Nev[£Jun Ivy Ifni te' s tl'lo-volume life of Shelley, Shelley's

I

f'

2

personal letters, and I1Iary

Shelleyf.~,

Jou:pnal.

A number

of other biographies serve for references for verification of detail.

An Analytical Study of Shelleyts Versi-

fication by Louise Propst furnishes excellent background
material for the study of his style.

A nQmber of sources

are available for the study of philosophy, among which
'rhe lliIagic Plant by Grabo, Shelley by Whi te, and The ?ursui t
I'

of Death by Kurtz are outstanding.
The Complete Works .of Percy: Bysshe
ma.ry source.

I'

The Julian edition of
Shel~

is the main pri-

t,

CHAPTER I I
RHETORICAL ANALYSIS

"
)

.

CHAPTER II
RB:ETORICAL ANALYSIS
Percy Bysshe Shelley, one of the foremost romantic
poets of all times, was, especially in his century, a
source of controversial criticism.
from one extreme to the o'ther.

The criticism ranged

On the one hand, William

Rossetti ranked him with Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Milton
as one of rtthe four sublimest sons of song that England
has to boast of among the mighty"f on the other hand, D. M.
Moir said his writings were

n as

little vlOrth the attention

of reasoning and responsible man as the heterogeneous reverios of nightmare. 112

Swinburne, speaking of the musical

quality of his poetry, called him lithe master-singer of
our modern poets,"3 and Symonds, lithe loftiest and most
spontaneous singer of our

la%~age,

1
lILl-

while Trent attri-

butes to him only a "pseudo-povTerfl discovered in weakness,>

--_ _----_._--------------..

lWilliam Rossetti, Lives of Famous Poets, 1878,
p. 309, quoted in Charles Moulton;-The Li'5'rarJ: of Liter~ Criticism (New York: Peter Smitn-,-1935), IV;-710.
2D• M. Moir, Sketches of the Poetical Literature
of the Past Half-q.~_Y!.turJ:' 1850-i851, Ibid., p. 707.
3Algernon Swinburne, IINotes on the Text of Shelley,1I
Fo~tn~~lY Review, 1869, II, 539, Ibid., p. 709.
John Addington Symonds, Shelley (Er:y;lish Men of
Letters), 1879, Ibid., p. 710.
----5VVilliam-;:-Trent, The Authori tJ: ..££ Criticism and
Other Essays, 1899, p. 80, Ibid., p. 717.

4
and Jessopp, with ria falsetto voice ll v{nich His pretty
sure to shriek when he gets excited." l

With the twenti-

eth century, however, the criticism was more consistently
in his favor.

Major critics today analyze his poetry

with the purpose of giving to humanity a conception of
his philosophy and of pointing out the qualities that
make his

~oetry

an

ex~mple

of real art.

The Hynrn to Inteliectual Beauty shows evidence of
Shelley's ability both as:an artist and a philosopher.
Kurtz classifies it as one of lithe greatest mystical
poems of the lan[:;uage tf and then adds to its value by
accrediting it with containing a t1key to much of Shelleyfs
later thought. 1I2

Holding this central position, the ~,

then, can be approached as a unit of study with the assurance that, in addition to studying one of the great poems
of English literature, an important step is being made
toward the understanding of Shelley's entire philosophy.
A close study of such a poem, no doubt, ylill also help to
explain the change that has come about in the Shelley
criticism.
Shelley's

~

of seven twelve-line,

to Intellectual
rh~~ned

stanzas.

Beauty is composed
In spirit it is a

prayer to a relatively unknown Deity who is introduced in
lAugustus Jessopp, "Books that have Helped :Me,i!
The ForQm, 1887, 4, 33, Ibid., p. 713.
2Benjamin Putnam Kurtz, The Pursuit of Death
(New York: Oxford University PreSS"";" 1933), p-.-9Ll-.

5
the first stanza as the poet talks to himself.

The speci-

fic subject, "Intellectual Beauty,1I given only in the
title is here metaphorically referred to as liThe awful
shadow of some unseen Power. 1I

Four characterisitcs of the

shadow are included in this )art.

It has great beauty, is

invisible and inconstant, and manifests itself in nature
and in man.

The b!J2.uty is of such a nature that it has

\.

great power over the mind although only its Ilshadowll is
accessible to man.

This ,aspect, only sliL;htly referred to

in the introduction, is developed more .fully in the prayer.
The :fact that it is invisible is established when he says
that it IIFloats though unseen among us.1!

However, he is

assured of its presence in spite of its invisibility.
inconstancy of the shadovv is strongly emphasized.

The

This

quality is partially included in the vJ"Ord ilFloats, I! but
is more forcei't.:l.lly indicated by the use of similes illustrating its various phases.

liAs SU.'1ID1er vdnds that creep

from flower to flower ll illustrates its being unseen and
ever-moving.

rrho impression is deeIJened by the use of

another simile, flLike moonbeams that behind somo piny
mountain shower. II

Although the cOlU9aI'ison this time is

with something visible, it reta1ns the ever-shiftinG,
intangible character.

Shelley then employs a series of

similes from nature, c01TI:.Jarable in quality to the

II

shadoVl, II

to illustrate the value vie attach to evasi vo things.

In

this sroup he includes flhues and harmonies of eVcening, if

6
II

clouds in starlight vlidely spread, II and IImemory of music

fled.

II

Just as the dearness of these things increa-8es

because they cannot be captured and retained, so does the
value of this mysterious Beauty increase because of its
invisibility and inconstancy.

By appealing to three of

the five senses Shelley has enlarged the effects of his
comparisons.
of

a9~)eal

Seeing, hearinc, and feeling are subjects

in the different similes.

fyine; that the

rt

Shelley, in s1;eci-

shadov/: I visits IIThis various world ll and

also "each human heart and countenance,1I gives it a twofold indwelling thus making its presence universal.
The prayer falls into three sub-divisions.

The

first characterizes and, to a large extent, sets forth
the

~unction

of the Spirit of Beauty; the second is a

personal section in which the poet t s ovm experiences are
related; the ti.1.ird is a resolution in vlhich he I)rays for
in the afternoon of his life.

Cal~JleSS

These sub-divi-

sions consist of stanzas two, three, and four; five and
six; and seven, respectively_
The mood of the first section is one of question.,..
ings and doubt minGled vii th some primary elements of faith.
Shelley begins the prayer by s.geaking directly to the
/I

shadov"" which he Vias describinG in the introduction call-

ing it "Spirit of Beauty. II
hues have

~)ower

After tellinG us that its

to consecrate all that they shine upon,

he begins a plaintive questioning.

He asks questions

7
which further characterize

the Spirit.

By asking "Where

art thou gone?1I and "Why dost thou pass avray and le'ave
our state, This dim vast valo of tears, vacant and desolate?!!, we learn that the absence of t:!:lis Spirit brings
unhappiness and despair.

Tho latter question recalls

similar conditions in nature and he begins to ask, by
. . lay of compal'ison, other questions.
tions in nature.

He points to condi-

lj{b.y does not the rainbow remain forever

over the mountain river?;: vihy do things fade that once
were bright?

By accepting the inconstancy in nature, its

light and shadow, he is reaffirming to himself that inconstancy is the order ci: nature, and by so d::)ing he resigns
himself to it.

The S3L1e condition carries over to the

emotional status of man.

H e asks why fear, dream, death,

and birth cast a gloom in the earth and uhy man has so
wide a scope for such conflicting emotions as I!love and
hate, despondency and hope.

11

The following stanzas begins

by saying that so far no answer to these questions has
beon ei ven to sage or

~)oet;

therefore such terms as ilDemon,

Ghost, and Heaven fl have been invented as an explanation.
However these were of no avail because they could not
sever'Voubt, chance, and m'J.tabili tyil from life.
then gives his anSi";er to the ques tions.

Shelley

lIThy light alone, II

he says, IIGives Grace and truth to life's unquiet dream.:!
He continues by

com~Jaring

this light vlhich gives

II

grace

and truth ll to life to l:1ist over the mOlmtain, :music sent

8
through the strings of an instrumont, and "moonlight on
a midnight stream. II

rrhese similes only deopen the 'impres-

sion already made in regard to the intn.ncible , inconstant
S~)iri t

quali ties previously applied to tho

of Beauty.

The

next stanza, VJhich concludes the first sub-division of the
pr'1yer, begins by saying that tlLove, Hope, and Self-esteem,
i'

like clouds, depart And com.e. lI

.

He makes the statement

that if the Spirit would remain constant in man's heart he
would be immortal and omnipotent.

If. e calls it a tlmessen-

ger of"sj'111pathies ll and characterizos it as nourishment to
humaIl thought "Like darkness to a dyinz fla.'llel"

Shelley,

risins to a rather high emotional pitch, reveals an invlard
fear as he prays lIDepart not, lest tho r;rn.ve should be,
Like life and fear, a dark reality. tI

Vie see by this state-

ment that the )resence of the Spirit enables him to fe.ce
death and the grave, for by its absence the grave rmuld
become only a fearful reality.
DeVeloping the

.~)ersonal

section, Shelley, although

still addressing the Spirit, discontinues his discussion
of it and becomes more subjective.

H e narrates experiences

from his childhood search for the meaning of life.

He had

hoped for talks with the dead and tried various incantations to make this possible, but it was of no avail.
was not heard; I saw them not.

II

III

In contrast to these

efforts, he tells us of an expel"ience v:hich led to his
avmkening to life and its pur)ose.

One b:;''-'iGht spring day,

9
which signified to Shelley an ai-vakening and a new beginning in nature, as he vms IInusing on the lot Of lif~ the
shado'lll of the Spirit fell upon him.

The imrilodiate emo-

tional effect of his eXj?el'ienco is brouGht out in the last
l:::'no of the stanza.
ecstasY11I

flI shrieked and clasped my hands in

The ultimate result of the eXgerience is indi-

cated in the following stanza.
life.

Ho

He

had a new motive in

vOl.'red that he would dedicate his)owers to

Intellectual Beauty.

To prove his faithfulness in keeping

the vow, he, being still ina high emotional state, calls
on lithe phantoms of a thousand hours ll to witness to the
truth of this statement.

His hope in the Spirit and his

devotion to it was not alone for his ovm benefit, out

ViaS

unselfishly devoted to freeinG IIThis vwrld from its dark
slavery. II
The last stanza shows a transition from the past
to the future and from uncertainty to assurance.

This

stanza reveals a calnu1ess which seems to have resulted
from the confidence that his devotion to the Spirit vmuld
enable him to depend on it for the desired comfort in later
life.

Just as the day becomes more calm in the afternoon,

and as the 'autumn is more lustrous than smnmer, so he
prays that the
" om'fard life. II

II

S~)iri t
~

fair ll will su'ooly, the calm to his
~

~

He restates his devotion to the Spirit and

says that it caused him liTo fear hir.1self, and love all
hmnan kind. II

This final statement of his love for humanity

"

10
strenGthens the former stater:lent that his vrho1e life had
been linked vlith freeing the \"lOrld.

Because of his' unsel-

fish devotion to humanity he feels that he can justly
claim the calmness vlhich he so yauch desires.

CHAPTER I I I
EXPEHI EIICE

CHAPTER III
E..XPERIENCE
From the preceding analysis it is aP:9arent that
Shelley definitely pro j ected himself in the J!Y.Enn.
primary puryose was to set forth his

philoso~hy

His

and to

sing the l)raises of Intellectual Beauty, but supporting
this is a background of eXIJeriences, the real reason for
the poem's existence.

Without at least a partial know-

ledge of these eXgeriences, both mental and physica.l, the
reader fails to

part~(e

of the real spirit of the ?oem.

For this reason we shall go behind the stage to see just
how much of Shelley's orm life is reflected in the )oem
and in what vfay it is related to the main philoSOI)hy.
'rhe experiences in Shelley's life which are
reflected in the )oem or had a bearing on it are three
fold in nature:
through the

Shelley's search for the meaning of life

su~)erna tural,

his dedica tioD. to freeing man-

kind, and his immediate eX:;:>eriences and state of mind at
the time the poem was written.
The first of these

~hases

following lines from stanza five:

is illustrated in the

12
Vfhile yet a boy I sought for ghosts, and sped
Through many a listening chamber, cave and J?uin,
And starlight "'Iood, with fearful steps l)Ursuing
Hopes of high talle vii th the de~)arted dead.
I called on yoisonous nrunes with which our youth is fed,
I vms not heard--I saw them not-rrnile these searchings brought no apparent result, Shelley
eVidentally considered them im.:)ol'tant because of v/hat
they contx'ibuted to his life as a whole.
One of the earliest records of Shelley's search
for the meaning of life by seeking foT' ghosts comes from
HogS's bioGraphy of Shelley which relates that Shelley
sought out the lore of magic and witchcraft and
learned incantations for raising ~losts and
devils. He v:ratched all night for ghosts. At
Field Place he l)lanned to gain entrance to the
charnel house at Vlarnham Church and vratch beside the bones of the dead.
Once at Eton he
stolo forth at midnight fearfully intent on
raising a ghost. Afraid to look bacle lest he
should see the devil, he crossed the fields to
a s:)ot vIhere he could bestride a small stream
of ru.nning rmter. Here he repeated his incantation, drinking three times from a skull and
when no ghost appeared he concluded that the
fault lay in his magic formula. l
This story was told to Hogg as being representative of
Shelley's pre-Eton and Eton days.

We are not dependent

on this story alone for evidence of Shelley's interest in
the

su~)ernatural.

Tom IledVlin, an Etonian friend, testi-

fies as much,2 and Wal tor Halliday in thipjdng back over
IThomas Jefferson Hogg, Tl~e./ Life of Shellez, ed.
Humbert Wolfe (London, 1933), 1, 30-37, cited by l'JevJ111an
Ivy, Wl1.i te, Shell~ (2 vols.; New York: A. A. Knopf, 19LJD),
1, 41.
2Thomas Medvlin, Revised Life of S11elle1:, ed. H. B.
Fonnan (London, 1913), p. 58, Ibid.

"
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his experiences with Shelley at Eton recalls:
We used to wander f02 hours about Clewer, Frogmore, the 'park at Windsor, the Terrace; and I
was a delighted and willing listener to his
marvelous stories of fairyland, and apparitions,
and spirits, and haunted ground; and his speculations were then (for his mind was far more
developed than mine) of the world beyond the
grave. Another of his favourite rambles was
Stoke Park, and the picturesque churchyard,
where Gray is said to have written his Elegy,
of which he was ve~y fond. l
Just exactly when Shelley began these searches
and experiments we do not: know, but \7e do have evidence
that his interest in such continued throuGhout several
years following his life at Eton, and the effects of it
were felt throughout hi,s life.

After he had spent a year

at Oxford and was vlri ting to Hogg from Field Place he
says:
, I am very cold this morning, so you must
excuse bad writing, as I have been most of the
night pacing a churchyard. 2
Nearly a year elapsed and Shelley, in the meantime, had
been expelled from Oxford, and eloped with Harriet and
was making plans for his program for Irish eE1ancipation.
He wrote quite freely to his friend, Elizabeth Hitchener:
We shall then meet in Wales. I shall try to
domesticate in some antique feudal castle whose
mouldering turrets are fit embleil1s of decaying
in equality and oppression: whilst the i~J shall
wave its green banners above lil~e Liberty and

I,

41.

IHogg,

OPe

~., I, LiJ.-42, quoted by White, .£E. cit.,

~Percy Bysshe Shelley, Complete Works o~ Percy
Bysshe Snelley, eds. Roger Ingpen and ',Valter E. Peck
(the Julian Edition, 10 vols.; New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1926-1930), VIII, 37.

,.

/

I

flourish upon the edifice that essayed to crush
its root. As.to the ghosts, I shall welcome
them, altho' Harriet protests against my invok:"
ing them. But they would tell tales of times of
old; and it vlould add to the picturesqueness of
the scenery to see their thin forms flittine
throuGh the valted charnels. l
Upon Shelley's return from Ireland he found it
difficult to locate a vacant house; however, he finally

i '

settled in one not far from Cwm Elan where he had
great deal of his life.
ner to join them, he

s~)ent

a

In a letter inviting Miss Hitch-

give~

a description of the house.

Vie are embosomed in the soli tude of mountains, Yloods, and rivers--silent, solitary, and
old, far from any torm; six miles from Rhftyader,
which is nearest. A ghost haunts this house,
which has frequently been seen by servants. 'I've
have several witches in our neishbourhood, and
are quite stocked with fairies and hobgoblins
of every description. 2

Only a few months following this letter Shelley
wrote to Godvlin and introduced himself by Si ving a brief
sillwuary of his life.

This letter reveals that his interest

in ghosts and incantations was subsidin::;.

He told Godwin

that though he had read Albertus Magnus and Paracelsus,
ilIJy fondness for natural magic and ghosts abated, as my
age increased." 3
Although Shelley declared that his IIfondness for
ghosts had abated,rt evidence remains that his later life
IIbid., VIII, 253.
2Ibid., p. 309.

3b d
~.,
a

p.

331 •
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was also influenced by allovling his mind to d'well on such
things.

During his residence at Tanyrallt he belie'ved he

had been assaulted by a real person, while his sketch of
the assailant resembled that conventionally pictured as a
devil or a Chost of some Idnd. l

On two different occasions

he suffered horrible hallucinations after indulGing in telling gl1.ost stories.

The first of these occurred in IG1}+

while he and Jane Clairmont, Eary's half-sister, wel"e sittins up late into tile night makin,:s mention of the IIv;i tching hour. n

After a few such brief re2-:1arks thoy both bocarne

so filled vlith horror that they S3.t u9 all nisht.2

The

other incident occurred very shortly before tho boat ex cur-

•

sion and the writing of

the~.

The little group of

tourists, includinS Shelley, I,Ial"'y, Jane Clairmont, Byron,
and Polidori, Byron's physician, vms sittinG around Byron's
fireside reading GOI'l-:J.an Ghost stories.

Huch i7as se..id

about tho hOT'rors includGd in tho stories.

Tvro nights

later sL1ilar talk was taking .1.)laco rlelen Byron discussed
Coleridge's IICristabol1l and quoted the lines alluding to
the vii tcll' s deformity.

Shelley, villo had been s taring at

IiIary, screamed and fled fI'om the room.

After he was re-

stored to nor.mality it -mJ..s 'learned that llhe had boen
shocked into . . .mcontroI12.ble horror by seein8 a vision of

1~1hite, .£E. cit., I, 283.
2Ibid ., p. 373.
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a woman he had once read about who had oyes for nipples. "1
IiIary Shelley's. ~ranl:::enstein, an outgro\'lth of these discussions, always received encourageraent and attention
from Shelley.
After seeing the prominent part that tho supernatural played in Sl1.elley's life even up to the time of
the

vll~i ting

of the .):Iymn, it is not surprising that he

included it as one oi' the most impressive phases o:f his
search fbI' the meaning o:f .li:fe.

It represented an earnest

longing :for cOrrmlunication vlith a beinG greater than himself and a strong desire to kno\'1 the real PurlJOse o:f life.

Shelley's interest in freeing marurind is introduced in st:lnza

A:fter calling tithe phantor,1S of a

thousand hours:! as witnesses to the truth o:f his state ment, he says:
They knovl tl:1Ut never joy illumed my bro·\;{
Unlinl{ed with hope that thou wouldst free
This world :froLl its dark s lavery,
Shelley's biographies,

~)ersonal

this interest in freedom.
very IJersonal.

letters, and poems verify

Sometimes the re:ferences are

He desires to :free himsel:f :from any bond,

whether i t be social or political, but mOI'e often he is
concerned with the freedom o:f humanity in general.

f·
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At an early aGe Shelley indicated an interest in
this sUbject.

,'ijVhen he 1."laS only ten or twelve years of' age

he resolved:
I will be wise
And just, and f'ree, and mild, if in me lies
Such povJer, for I grow v18ar-J to behold
The selfish and the strong still tyran...'lJ.ize
Nithout reproach or check. l
He Vlas at the time a student at Syon House and had undergone rather severe treatment at the hands of older and
stronger students, and hi,s sensitive mind VIas quick to
see the injustice of the system.

A reiteration of this

statement :'aay be found in a letter to Leigh Hunt.

Tnis

one having been written several years later indicates
that he did not swerve fro::1 llis original purpose.

As a

matter of fact, he began to make plans to carl'Y out his
resolution.
On aCCOclnt of the res)onsibili t'T to vrhich l"'J.y
residence at this University subjects me, I
of' course, dare not publicly avow all that I
thj.nl'c, but the tiEle vrill co~ne when I hope that
my every endeavor, insufficient as this l11ay
be, wil1 be directed to the advancGl-:1.Gnt of
liberty. 2
Shelley's vigilancG in protecting himself from any bonds,
is illustrated in the attitude he tool:: toward the suggestion that he take up a ')oli tical career.

Shelley consid-

ered such a suggestion "an attempt to shackle his mind." 3
lIbid., p. 28.
2Shelley, ~'lorks, VIII, 56.
3"Vhi to, .£.Eo cit., I, 135.

f,
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I ,

His attitude to'ward the problem of freedom did
not long after,this remain a dOfi1ant resolution.

It

took on a more active significance in the case of Peter
Finnerty, an Irish journalist who had been sentenced to
eighteen months' i..ruprisol1l1lent IIfor speaking his mind to
Lord Castlereagh in a letter published in the Mornin,g
Chronicle. III

.'

'/men a subscription was taken, much to the

disap)l"oval of some of the Oxford officials, Shelley's
nrune raru{ed high on the list.
FOllowing this incident Shelley expressed rome of
his religious views in the pamphlet, liThe Necessity of
Atheism. II

Upon being eXgelled froL1 Oxford for this publi-

cation, Shelley, it seems, considered himself a martyr
for the sake of intellectual freedom.

.4.ny proposals for

conwromise on the matter wel"e to him but proposals to give
up a measure of his liberty, and this he refused to do. 2
His marriage to Harriet "ilestbrook, an outgrowth of his
unpopular publication, was for much the same reason.

He

was trying to "free" her from persecution brought on by
her faith in his pl;ilosophy.3

Since he confessed to Hogg

a short time before the elopement that he was not in 10ve,4

lIbid., pp. 107-108.
2Ibid., p. 135.
3Ibid., p. li.~9.
1-

L~Shelley, W'orks, VIII, 136.

I

!

~.
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we conclude that the marriage was entirely for the sake of
his philosophy ..
Being a sympathetic listener, Elizabeth Hitchener
became the recipient of nUlUel"'OUS letters in "'jhich Shelley
expounded his

~)hilosopllies

vii thout restraint.

had met her during one of his vacations. l

Shelley

She was a

schoolmistress of liberal views and wide reading.2
correspondence began.

A

She became his ideal and he Vlrote

rrith utmost freedom to he.r.

He called her the "sister of

my soul"3 and in one letter he remarked: liTo you I tell
everything that passes to my soul, even the secret thoughts
sacred alone to sympathy. tl 4 Scattered throughout his
letters to her we find frequent statements such as these:
I consider you one of those beings viho carry 5
refoI'ln, liberty, wherever they go.

hap~)iness,

inlen may we unite? Wh.at miGht Vie not do, if
together? If two hearts )anting for the happiness and liberty of mankind, were joined
together by union and proxi:sity, as they are
by friendship and s~npathy.
Assert your freedom--the freedom of truth and
nature. -(

It~'"'
.t
11.1..1.1

.tIl
1
e, .£E. £...,
, l,+.
2 Ibid •
3Shelley, Works, VII, 158.
4Ibid., III, 22L~.
SIbid., III, 206.

6Ipiq.,

p.

247.

7Ibid., p. 262.
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Shelley's major rlfreedom movement ll is connected
vlith his attem:pt at Irish emancipation.

From the t'ime

that Shelley had made his first declaration of devotion to
liberty, as referred to previously, until the time of his
Irish experir.lent there was a gradual crescendo in that
direction.

His youthfu.l enthusiasm and self-confidence

required an outlet.

The first mention of this project is

found in a letter to Elizabeth Hitchener dated December ll,
1811. 1 However it was Fepruary 12, 1812, before the Shelley.3
reached Dublin to begin their work.

'\Vhi te very effectively

summarized the conditions existing at that tL~e.2

Pro-

testants were in power and the oppression of the Catholics
was the result.

Very poor economic conditions existed

and tyranny reigned

throughout the country.

It V'las the

relief of the oppressed and the poor that Shelley wanted
to effect.

In spite of these conditions Shelley's opti-

mism finds )oetic expression in a letter to 1.Iiss Hitchener,
his flsoul sister.1I
The ocean rolls betweon us. 0 thou Ocean,
whose multitudinous billows ever lash Erin's
green isle, on whose shores this venturous arm
1"lould plant the flag of liberty, Holl onl and
v:rith each wave whose echoings die, amid thy
melancholy silentness shall die a moment too-one of those moments, which part my friond
and mel 3
Shelley's first step was to publish and distribute
lIbid., p. 212.
2White, £J2.. cit., I, 210.
3Shelley, Norks, VIII, 270.
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his IIAddress to the Irish People."
center of distribution.

Dublin was the main

His pur}ose vJ"as not to excite a

revolt, but rather to teach tolerance, temperance, and
benevolence. l

A couple of brief quotations from this

pamphlet will illustrate his method of ap9roach.
Do not drirur, do not play, do not spend any idle
time, do not take every thing that other people
say for granted--there are nu,'nbers who will tell
you lies to make their O\1n fortunes, you cannot
more certainly do good to your Olm cause, than
by defeating the intentions of these men.
• • • •
If you have anything: to spare from your wife and
children, let it do some good to other people,
and put them in a way of eetting wisdom and virtue, as the pleasure that vlill come from these
good acts 'Ifill be mueh better than tho head~che
that comes from a driruring bout. And never
quarrel between each other, be all of one mind
as nearly as you Call; do these thi:Q.gs and I vlill
promise you liberty and happiness. 2
Another parnphlet which was a proposal for a philanthropist
association follovled3 and at least one public address was
made.4

The positive results of this attempt at liberation

were negligible.

Since

~ittle

notice was taken of the pro-

gram, his atteml)t to convert the Irish nation in two months
was given up as a failure by Shelley as is indicated in a
letter to Miss Hitchener.
Fie left Dublin because I had done all that I
could do; if its effects were beneficial, they
IVVhi te, .£l?. ill., I, 210.
2Shelley, Works, V, 229-230.
3White, .£J2.. cit., I, 209.
4Ibid., p. 215.
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were not greatly so. I am dissatisfi d with
my success, but not with the attempt. 1
VJhite makes an interesting observation concerning
the effect of this experiment on Shelley.
that it did not

le~ve

It is important

Shelley1s feeling that his failure

had ruined his life, but rather left him the wiser that
he mic;ht continue his efforts by another method.
The effect ~f the Irish reformation effort~ on
Shelley, however, ViaS far greater -Chan that on
Ireland. He had opened an active crunpaign of
human amelioration toward which he considered
his v~~ole life should be dedicated. He had
learned or partly learned, that patriots may be
tyrants; that between a clear abstraction of justice in a benevolent, philosophic mind and its
effective application to conditions in a v~etched
community, even the professed friends of justice
interposed abnost insuperable obstacles. His
devotion to reform and his confidence in its ultimate achievement remained unShaken, but the same
SUrprising philosophic maturity that marl{ed his
An Address to the Irish PeoDle had taught him
that genuineand lasting enlightenment was far
more a matter of the distant future than he ~d
previously supposed. 2
After this experience his efforts were directed
more thrOUGh his

v~iting.

As is indicated in the

~,

he placed his confidence in a divine being, but believed
the artist to be the channel thrOUGh which the liberation
should be brOUGht about.

Changing his techllique, however,

did not lessen his earnestness.
original

pur:~ose

He still retained his

and wrote to that end.

Although no major

writings were published between the Irish emancipation
IShelley, Works, VIII, 308.
2Vrnite, £2. cit., I, 227.
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e~~orts

and the writing of the

~,

ly alluded to freedom or liberty.

his letters frequent-

Even the excursion with

all of its beauties did not blind his eyes to the conditions of hl.L."11ani ty.

They seemed to be ever on his mind.

He recorded his impression of one of the little villages
they lJassed during their trip:
The al)~)earance of the inhabitants of Evian is
more v{retched, diseased and poor, than I ever
recollect to have seen. The contrast • • •
affords a _~owerful illustration of the blighting mischiefs of despotism, wi thin the SI)ace
of a fevr miles. 1
In speaking of the Prison of Chillon he says:
I never saw a mon~"11ent more terrible of that
cold and inhu.lllan tyranny, vlhich it has been
the delight of :nan to exercise over man. 2
With such scenes as these to renind him of his purpose
in life, evon in his hy.aID to beauty he could not o:mi t i t .
ThOUGh Shelley merely mentioned in the

~

that

he had dedicated his life to the force which he believed
could free the world, his biographies and letters verify
the fact that the interest was a motiva.ting force of his
whole life.

The statement in the Hymn is, relatively

speaking, only a mild expression of the life of experience
and intense desire inspiring it.

How appropriate the

form of a hymn to express a longing so sacredl
fitting to mrure the desire

kno~TI

lShelley, Works, VI, 126.
2Ibid., p. 130.

to a deityl

How very

Having ,seen those experiences that '\,ere roo'ted in
his early" life and Grew and developed vii th the man, l're
turn now to that experience which inSl)ired the writer to
combine these experiences and ideas into

2.

definite form,

the Hyum.
It vms vrri tten in 1816 in Switzerland, and was
published January 19, 1817, in the Examiner vii th Shelley's
orm signature.

The pocm,: however, vms originally sent to

the :publisher with the signature, "Elfin Knight," l'.lary's
familiar name for him.l

In his anSVler to the editor's

request to publish it with his o';m signature, ShGlley
explained his reason for usinG a pen na.me rather than his
o'.'rn.
Next, will I own the "Hymn to Intellectual
Beauty?lf I do not care--as you like. And yet
the pocm was composed under the influence of
feelings which agitated me even to tears, so
that I thiwr it deserves abetter fate than the
bei~ linlted vrith so stigmatized an unpopular
a name (so far as it is knovm) as mine. 2
Shelley evidently prized the experience inspiring this
philosophical poem and was trying to protect it from public criticism by vlithholding his name from it.
The poem was written during one of the ha9piest
periods in Shelley's life. 3

Shelley, Mary, 'ililliarn

lIbid. , IX, 208.
2 Ibid • , p. 208.
3Unless otherwise stated the facts of this Deriod
of Shelley's life are tal{!3n from: ',{nite, ODe cit., iT? [138-

4-64-.
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(Shelley's young son), and Claire had planned a trip to
Italy, but they changed their plans at the last and'
decided to go to Switze~land instead. l

Soon after arriv-

ing in Geneva, the group found a suitable location on Lalce
Leman.

There Shelley settled to read and study.

A few

days later Byron and his pl:wsician, Dr. John Polidori,
arrived in Geneva and located in a villa less than ten
minutes

\l'1~lll(

from the Shelleys.

Shelley al1.d Byron jOintly

purchased a small sailing: boat in ;"[hich the tvJ'O parties
went sailing each ovening.

These daily sailing excursions

were a source of pleasure and inspiration to both poets.
The two read together and froely discussed literary topics.
The quietness of their location and the beauty of their
surroundings were conducive to the development of their
poetical talents.
The iIl1.'nediate inspiration for the writing of' the
~

C31l1e dllring an excursion around Lake Leman from June

23 to July 1.

Byron and Shelley V16re the only ones of'

either party to participate in this excursion.

Shelley's

record of the trip in a IJtter of' July 12 to Thomas Love
Peacock reestablishos his later romark that the

~)oem

IIwas

cOl1l)osed under the influence of f'eelirL,3s \"Ihich agitated
me even to tears.1I

In this letter Shelley goes into

enthusiastic descriptions of' the beauties of' nature ';/hich
lThis decision seems to have resulted from Claire's
special interost in Byron at the time. ~1hite,.£E. ill-,
I,

435-436.
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he beheld.

Although the letter v7as written two weeks

after the trip was over, it reveals a retention, at least
in part, of the intense omotional l)i tch which he had reached in res)onse to the beauties around him.

His descrip-

tions of nature are highly poetical in their vlOrding.
Aftel-' an introductory remark the lCltter begins:
This journey has been on every acco~nt delishtful, but 1~10St especially, because then I first
knew the divine beauty of Rousseau's imaGination,
as it ex11.ibi ts itself in 1I Julie. II It is inconcei vable \'[hat an enchantment the scene itself
lends to those delinea tions from vlhich its ovm
most touching charm arises. 1
DescribinG the lQke from one of the little villages where
they stop)ed for the night, he says:
It yms beautiful to see the vast expanse of these
purple and misty waters broken by the crag3Y
islets near to its slant and lIbleached margin. 112
A description of the mountains is expl-'essed vii th equal
beauty.
The mountains of Savoy, '[[hose sU;:;lr;li ts vlere
briGht vri th snow·, descended in broken slopes
to tho lake; on hiGh the roc1::s nere dQrk ','Ii th
pine for(:;sts, ':Jhich become declper and noro
immense, until the ice and. snO'.7 mingle with the
points of naked rock that pierce the blue air;
but belov1, groves of 17alnut, chestnut, and oak,
w~th open~ngs 0
la~~y fields, attested the
Iiulder cllr.la te.

3

Anothep

exa:r21~)le

is his description of o.n inland vraterfall.

The strean is, indeed, from the declavity oveP
'{rhich it falls, only a stl.ccessiol1 of naterfalls,
lShelley, WOI'ks, IX, 167.
2 Ibid • J p. 168.
3Ibid., p. 169.

"
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which roar over the pocks with a perpetual
sound, and suspend their unceasil10 spray on
the leaves and flowers that overhang and adorn
its savage ban{s. The ~)ath tllat conducted along
this river sometimes avoided the precipices of
its sllores, by leadinG throush me8..do~'lS; sometimes threaded the base of perpendicular and
cavernod rocks. I c;ath8red in these IneadoY1S
a nose 0 ay of such :rloYlCra as I neVGr saVl in
E.."1c;land, and1.rhich I thou~ht ~~lore beautiful for
tlla t r~!ri ty •
LIany other equally revealing

~)a8

;.::ages OCGur in

this lotter, but these, I bolieve, 801"'0 sufficiont to
illustl"'ate the ,)oint that' this e::cursion made an unusual
ill1iJression on the l:lind of Shelley and did l:1UCh to inspire
and stimalato

Tilis close contact ni th nature could

lUTIl.

easily explain such phl-'a00s in the

~

as

11

111oonbe::uns

that behind so:ne piny mountain shower, II "rainiJo':ls
yon mountain river,

II

0 t

er

or .Imoonlight on a l,lidni:::;ht streaIil. II

Tnese )lee,sant experiences likevrise riould be conducive to
a )Oe111 on beJ.u.ty and a1'0 in han:lOny ,,'lith tho note of
faith on which the poem ends.

1

!£g., p. 173.

CHAPTER IV
PHILOSOP~IY

GlIAPT:SR IV
p~nLOSOPIIY

Shelleyrs ideas concerning intellectual beauty
were not original with him, neither eliel his interest in
freedom develop entirely \1i thout inspiration and encourage:::lent from others.

His: ideas and interests were the

I'esults o:f' :::mch readin.s and per sonal development.

His

attitude and ideas beinc affected by his oym times and by
conte::l:JOrary writers nade him a .;.)rodv.ct of his times as
1;"{ell as a reflector for ancient iJhilosophies.
The careful accounts of Shelley's reading have
been of great value in determining the source of many o:f
his ideas.

These accounts, occurrinG in letters, I!Iarv
~

Shelley's Journal, and biographies, reveal an unusually
wide scope.
If trashy

He began reading scienti:fic ::Jamphl:Jts 8.nCL

thrillerslt

':rhile yet at Syon House.

It was dur-

ins this period also that he became acquainted with the
vrorks of "Moru{tI Levlis. l
"'

DurinG his six years at EtOl1 his

"

reading increased in both quantity and quality.

·1'I'.o.ile

lWhite, £2. cit., I, 22, 24-, 29. Ler/is' novels
had a stronG influence in dix'ecting Shelley's interest to
ghosts and the supernatural. ;;/11i te cites him as one o:f
tIle stronsest influences in Shelley's eal-'ly reading.
J
Ibid., p. 29.
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there his reo.clin[; included, among many others, such vollUlles as Pliny's Natural History, Plato's Sym::?osium, the
works of ll.lbertus ::,Iasnus and Paracelsus, 'rhalo.oa, The
Curse of Keh81n.a and Lucretius' De Her-un Natura. l
list is quite a

cl~edi t

to

:l bo~7'

Such a

under ei.:.;hteen years of

Although his stay at Oxford Has short, his reading
was even more extensive than it had been in earlier years.
He continued reading Plat(o's dialogues through this period.
Godwints Political Justice and Tom Paine's The Rights

£f

Man vlere volumes of special importance during this period
because of the ilrunediate and far reaching influence they
had on his thinJdne and i'lri ting. 2
The years following his expulsion fron Oxford
were filled vlith writing and financial and dOt'lestic 1;101"'1"ies,
yet he fou.nd time for reading.

High points in his reo.dillG

of this period consisted of histories, the philosophical
and metaphysical VTl"i tines of such authors as Epicurus,
Diderot, Condorcet, Paine, IIuma, Godrrin, Volney, and
Lucretius, and the poetry of Spenser, Sha}-respeare, Southey,
Wordsworth, and Coleridge. 3
With the exception of a lost section of the Journal

.the
.
'8
c to July 20, 1 810,
/ L~ a
coverlng
tlme from :\Iay l'l'
1 1;>,
II"blo..,
. "
1)).
2Ibid., p).
3Ibid ., P,).

50-52.
97-98.
277-278.

1

Lf-I.Iary Shelley, Har;! Shelley's Journal, cd. Fredericlc
L. Jones (Nor:man: University of Oklahoma Press, 19L~7), p. 50 n.
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fairly com:)lete record of Shelley's reading is available
after his separation from. Harriet and elopement with £,1ary.
Counting those volu..'Ues read in l)art and those read in
entirety frOEl July 28, 1914, the time of their elo:)ement,
to Illay 13, 1915, the last of i.Iary's Journal ::n'eceding the
'\'I1'i ting of tho . H;{l~m, we find eighty-seven volumes to
Shelley's credit. l

This number represented only about

one year of his reading.

It is no wonder that

Gr~bo

observes that Shelley lI:nust at the time of his death have
been for his years, one of the best-read men in Europe. tl2
Shelley took from this extensive readins ideas to
forra his ovm

philoso~)hy.

It is obvious from :;:>e2odin8

Shelley that he did not follow the teaching of anyone
wri tel", nor' even take from the writings Ul1L1.odified ideas
to inculcate in his philosophy.

Hather his philosophy

bec81ne a fusion of :r:lany vi/'i th a fevl of them dominating.
This being tI"Lle, it ·would be

im~)ossible

to )oint to one

source, or even a nurJ.ber of sources, and say that the Hyr;m
was an outgrowth of that and that alone.

Hather it will

bo the aim of this section to analyze the main elements
in relationship to his reading to discover I"fhich sources
dominate and vrhich are used to modify the dominant.
lIbid., pp. 32-33; L~7-50.
2Carl Henry Grabo, The r,lagic Plant; the Growth of
Shelley's Thought (Chapel IIiIT: The University of·NorthCarolina Press, 1936), p. 31.

,.
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Before a,)proaching the philosophy in the

itself, it v:rill be profitable to our study to observe the
development of the philosophies as expressed in his earlier wri tings •

Al though such vlri tings are few and, as a

vrllole, lack literary value, they reveal a gradual preparation for the Hymn which expressed a philosophy

recurl~ing

in modified forms in much of Shelley's later poetry.
Zastrozzi, ~ Romance, appearing in 1810,1 was the
earliest published vlOrk of' \1hich "Te have a record.
novel is a tale of horror, and at the time of

This

~')ublication

it was severely criticized by reviewers for its savagery.2
Shelley's first attem;,)t at writing ?oetry is represented
in the little volunle, Original Poetry
published soon after Zastrozzi.

£z

Victor ru1d Cazire,

A discovery that at least

one of the poems rlas a )lagiarism led to the destrt.1.ction
of the volunle.3

Some

01"

these juvenilia, hm7ever, indicate

Shelley's trend toward opposition to tyran..ny and 9Ppres-·
sion.4

~

..-iandering Jew E:,nd st. Irvyne, we:I'e also lacldng

in literary merit.

Nothin0 new philosophically was added

as these were also tales of suffering and horror.

All of

these Eton productions reveal the rebellion of his nature
against tyranny and injustice.
"The Necessity of Atheism, II a small pa."1lphlet challenging the religious I"lTorld of the day for proo.f of its
op, cit., I,

PP.

55.

56-57.

58.
OPe £!!.,

p.

p. 31.

\'
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Deity, was so unorthodox that Shelley's expulsion from
Oxford '\'{as an immediate result. 1

Shelley specified' in

the advertisement that the purpose of the iJamphlet was to
find truth. 2

He had hoped to inspire replies that he

might make his decision in the light of all offered evidence.

Rather than arguing that there was no Deity, he

stated that from the three sources of Imowledge--physica1
experience, reason, and testimony--the proof was not sufficient to establish the existence of God. 3
specified in the note to Queen Mab L4-

He later

and also in u letter

to Godwin5 that he was alluding to a creative Deity in
the conventional sense rather than the Spirit of Yfhich he
speaks in his later works.
The Address to

~

Irish People has been referred

to in the second cha)ter in connection with his Irish
emancipation program.
apply his theories.

With -this pa.mphlet Shelley began to
The ::'';lethod and outcome of this exper-

iment have been observed.
With Sueen Mab, published in 1813,6 Shelley produced his first maJor )oem.

Although critics never fail

to point out its weaknesses, the very nature of the poem
1Ibid.
2Shelley, Works, V, 207-209.
3Ibid •

4r~., :r. p. 146.
~Ibid.,

VIII, 2~D-2L:J..
Ibid., I, 63.
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demands a l)lace in the study of Shelley's philosophy.
Wl1.i to 3i ves an excellent SUl111llary of the ideas expressed
in the poem:
The spirit of Nature and life is Necessity, a
passionless, impartial force knowill8 no limits
or decay. It extends throughout the vvhole universe and governs every lninute action of every
atom of the natural vlOrld, and every whim of
thought. nothing acts but as it r:lust act and
was predestined to act, viTi thout the variation of
a hair, from the first instant of time. IJankind is natul"ally virtuous and happy, but man
has deconerated through the groYlth of certain
evils. Eventually these evils must perish of
their ovm corruption., restorin,::; hum ani ty to
virtue and happiness'. At present, hOlllever,
rlman,s all subduing '>1illll tolerates his ovm
evils, which depend upon selfishness, superstition, lust, and an animal diet that carries with
it the seed of ~;10ral and physical evil. God (as
Volney and Voltaire) is a depraved creation of
the human l:J.ind, a celestial tyrant on an earthly
model. Hu.rn.an ignorance and selfishness, as
best sho1;'lIl in priestcraft, kingcraft, and commerce, are the causes of tyrarmy and warfare.
l'.larriage is an expression of selfishness and
violation of individual liberty. It becomes
an intolerable tyrarmy as soon as either party
grows tired of it. These are the lessons of the
Dast and l)l"esent and the basis for hope fOl"' the
future. l
After mentioning a nur:lber of possible sources for these
various ideas, White concludes:
I.1ost of the philosophical thouGht is so much the
COnIDIOn property of ei~hteenth-century radical
philosophy, :lnd even sometimes of the ancient
~picureans, that it is futile to attenpt to
assiGn it to anyone pal.,ticular 30urce. 2
AnIons those known sources he mentions such writers as Volney, Voltaire, Godwin, Paine, and Baron d Holbach.3 Grabo
1"V]
,nl• t

.t
e, .££ • ~.,
I, 293.
2 Ibid ., p. 292.
3Ibid.

adds another soupco, Plato.
ism that polatos

(~uoel];

It is this touch of Platon-

IIIab most closely to the

IIyEln~

The philosophy which Sholley avows in ,:::'ueen
1.1ab is lar::;ely necessitarian and natorialistic.
B'Ut the beliefs that all matt~r lives, that
spipit is immortal, that thoro is soul as rloll
as body, are of different opiCin. • • This is
sheer Platonism in its belief in a preoxistence
and in the discipline of life as needful to the
soul's education. The "outvlapd shoi'm," too,
v.rith its implication of a reality behind the
shows, is clearly Platonistic.
These statements confirm the preceding observation that
Shelley's roadinG beCal,le actively a part of him rather
than

~xlssive

l{now·ledGe..

His philoSOl)hy, although con-

flicting at tl1:16S, rms taldng
another's pl.1.ilosophy, he was

Bather than taking

sho..~)o.
ta~dng

fron the differont

onos idetlS lihich :.le could fit into at)hilosophy of his
oVln.
Grabo points to llAlastor ll as evidence of Sholley's
transformation from the man to the artist. 2

This )oem

was published in January, 1216,3 tho early part of' tho
sa:w.e year in "Which the

HY1~

ViaS

Vlri tten.

"Alastor tl in

varying degrees serves as a forerunner to the
listically and philosophically as

~oll

~

sty-

as chronolOGically.

By making the follovdnG comparisons, one can see trIO
sinila::""'i tios.
The II;Y"EU1 addressos the all per'vading S2)iri t calling it

II

S~)iri t

of Beautytl;

11

Alastor Tl calls a compal"'ablo porler

IGrabo, OPe cit., p. 217-218.
2Ibid., p. 172.
3Ibid.
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lII'lother of this unfathomable world

l

(1. 18)

In ~)oth

iJoelTIS the poet trusts this power to Ci ve him Eecossary
aid and guidance.

In the Hymn Shelley says he

• • • . • • souGht for Ghosts, and sped
ThrouGh :l1any a listening chamber, cave and l"'Uin
.And starliGht wood, with fearful steps pursuinG
Hopes of hiGll t9.1k v:i tIl the departed dead.
The ::)oet in

II

Alas tortl made nis bed

/I

In

chal~nels

and on cof-

fins,tt hoping to force "some lone ghost, Thy messenger,
to render up the tale of '.'that vue are.

!I

(11. 27-29)

In

both of these cases the search CalHe from an inherent
desire to knoYl the meaning of life.
vision.

Both yoems contain a

The one in the H;[tlll1 is a sudden realization of a

great truth; in ilAlastor, II a veiled naid.

Each

ex~)erience

occurs in the sprinG and is a sudden and unexpected

one.

The concludinG moods of each leave the poet in a condition of serenity.

..

As in <.Iueen -I.lab Plato is not the l:lain

source or inspiration of the )oem, but; his influence is
seen in the under current.

Grabo has called attention to

this strain.
Thesrea t lIIUother of this unfathomable vlOrld"
whom he invokes at tho outset is akin to the
IIspirit which rolls through all thingsll but her
shadow' which he 1:1aS watched sugGests a Platonic
idea of the vlOrld of reality whose shadow', the
actual counter-part of the real, becomes in
Shelley's later and hahi tual era:)loyment of it
a fa~iliar s~nbol. Shelley first uses it her-e
wi th full consciousness of its metaphysical iralJlication. 'l"'he fa:::J.iliar earth of llqture is the
shadoi.'J of the unseen loveliness and in the study
of nature is to be found an intimation of the
divino reality.l
lIbid., p. 175.

::J:his idea is also in the H;iL1l1.
Thus the philoSOl)hy ex::::>ressed in the Hymn

VTa.S

not

the result of a sudden inspiration, but ',.ras the outgrowth
of a nuraber of ideas develol)ed throuGh the years.

His

atti tude toward tyramlY and freedom, his search fo::." the
meaning of life, and his conception of the Absolute, or
Spirit of Beauty, were expressed in modified forms throughout his Yrri tinzs .preceding the H;}T'E1l1.

In the light of cO::J1lJarisons and of the fact that
Shelley read ",nd sreatly achilired Plato severn.l years
before wri tine the HFm, one can

~Joint

to him 8.3 the most

IHcely source for the dominant theme, Intellectual Beauty.
As analyzed in the first cha1Jter, Intellectual Beauty is
inconstant

and invisible.

Only its shadow visits the

Y{Orld J.nd the hu,'1lan heart.

It is of such Great iJOINer

that a sudden visitation from it produced a lastinG influence upon the poet.

As an

outco~n0

of the e:qerience the

poet looked to it as the hope of freeing manl{ind.
Intellectual

This

Beauty became to Shelley the Absolute, or

in torms of ton ap)lied to the Platonic theory, tho Idea,
which is abstract re.t:t:ler than concrete, thus limiting
contact 1iri th it to the 2l1ind.

~

Plato's SY-fll)osiulll contains a discussion of this
supreme Beauty nhich Shelley called dintellectu8.l b 3 8.ut y rl
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in his translation: l
It is eternal, unproduced, undestructible;
neither subject to increase nor decay; not, like
other things, partly beautiful and l:)artly deformed; not beautii''J.l in relation to one thing
and deformed in that of another; not here beautiful and there de1'oI'lued; not beautiful in the
esti~ation 01' one person and de1'oI'lTIed in that of
another; nor C8.n this suprome beauty be figured
to the imagination like a beautiful fac:3, or
beo.utiful hands, or any portion 01' the body, nor
lH;:e any discourse, nor any science. Nor does
it subsist in any other that lives or is, either
in earth, or in heaven, or in any other :)lace;
but it is eternally uni1'o:";:'!;l and consistent, and
monoeidic with itself. All other thin::.:;s are
beautiful tIn'ouch a ·.?artici~Jation of it, rd th
this conciition, that although they are 3ubject
to)rocLnction and decay, it l1ev~r becomes 1;lOro
or lesG, or endures :~ln:r chal1:;e.
Such seems to be the beauty of which Shelley speaks in
his HymJ."l.

AlthouCh i'lato is .much

~ilore

detailed in his

treat2:TIent, the qU9..lities that Shelley does specify are in
harmony vrith Plato's.
In anothe1'" res)ect the -:ivnm
-"'-wi tll

~)ossible

a~)pears

di versencies enterinc; in.

to be Platonic

Plato specifies

tho ::lOthod by vlhich this Idea of beauty l:1ay be reached.
And the true order of' .::;oin,:;, or bein:..; led by
::tllother to the thines of love, is to 'oe2:1n from
the beauties ot earth and mount u;?w'ards fO:l" the
l'.11he translation \70.8 nade in 1818, two yeal~s after
the CO;';l)osi tion of the HY'.:nn. E~:;lund Blunden, Shollol
(Hevl York: rrhe Viking Press, 19L~7) , p. 209. The very
fact that he called it Ilintcllectual beaut:!" as he titled
'CJle tf'T.:'1Jl indicates that :lis conceT~ion of beautv in both
Horks nust have been very ~;l1.1ch the saY:1e.
.
2Plato, S;ym)osirun, tr9.ns • .P. B. 3holloy, give
DialOGues of Plato 5earin;;,; .£!! Poetic Inspiration,--ocr:Ernest PJlyS (Hew Y02k: E. ? D'Lltton al1.d Go., 1910), p. 60.
~

_J.
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sake of that othe!' beQuty, usin0 these as steps
only, and fron onG [::;01n::; on to t"iIO, and from two
to 8.11 fCL~r l'"lOl"l]:ili], and fl-'or:l fc..il~ ~Ol~11S to fJ..il~
prQctices, 2.nd :f':.... o-:J f'::lir .1)rac ticos to fair notions, un~il fr~J f'nir notions ho Qrrivos at
the 110~iol1 of D..bsolute 1)08..;"lt~:, and D..~ l,].ot l:no\7s
~~7118..t tll.c GaSel1Ce of 1Jea1.lty is. 1
'.211.is is a :JloYl r:lont,ll )l"OCeSS bYJllich 'J.o30lutc beauty is
On the othor hand, Sholley' s

ex~)orionce

se3m3

to be, on the surface, a sudden conversion.
Sudden, thy shadovl fell on 111O;
I shrieked, 8..nd clasped my ho.nels in ecstasy!
Both BaI':L'el1 2 and Gingeri~h3 use this dif'ference as a
basis for labeling the H;y'1ill1 non-Platonic.

tl1i3 point.

In tho first )laco SilOlley is not giving a

detailed :Jhil030:)l1ico.l discussion of' the
beauty as

A little closer

~7as

a~)~)roQch

to

?lato.

:c"inal staGe of tho experience.
tha t ho was

r!~:lUsinG

time of tho

ex~)erience.

expel"i'cmce occurl"'ed

lIe s)ecifies, hovrever,

deeply on tho lot of life it at the

lI

Shelley also s}ocifies that the

a t thnt srrect timo 'when ':rinds are

wooinG 3.11 vi tal t11111,;S tho.t wake to brinG lJe\"ls of birds
and blossoming. 1I

AlthOUGh Shelley cloes not s)ecif'y that

the beQutiful objects about hi1:1 led to the experience,
lPla to, SYLl)oshln, The DialOGues £.£ .L)lato, trans.
B. JOYlGtt (Nev; York: liandora House, 1937), I, 211.
2JoSGPh 3a1'rell, Shelley and the Thou~'llt of' :11s
'TL;lOS (Nerr IIaven: Yale university })poS3;" 191:-1), pY): 126-7.
3prancis s. Gin,::;erich, :2ssa:rs in the Homantic Poets
(Hew Yorlc The l:lD.c:,lillal1 COi:1iJany, 1929), J.J::'). 212-3.
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ience 'ilitll the. surl'oundini.;s indicate s a close relationship
bet'.7een the two.
Evon rlato describos tho fin:?.l expepiencG

[lS

boi11[;

a sudden one.
He vrho has been instructed thus far in the
thincs of love, and '."rh.o has leapned to see the
boautiful in clt.le ordor and succession, ,,chen he
comes toward the end will suddenly perceive a
nature of 1.'!ondrous (Jeauty • •• 1
In the Phaodrus Plato is .s)eaking of the roc03ni tion of
div~no

beauty in e:u. . thly objects, but the expe:i."ience is

conparable.
:Gut he • • • vlho has -oeen tho 8)Octator of
::--.18.ny ::;lories in tho other Yio:;:>ld, is o..r.lazod -,'[hen
he sees anyone ho.vinC 8. 00d 1111:e fc.ce or forr.;.,
v111ic11 is the expression of divino beo.uty; and
at fi:r.. . s t 8. shudder runs through hil:1, and a:;ain
the old awe steals over hiD. • .2
In the li:;ht of these COE1)arisons Shelley

W[lS

not di verg-

iug ::;reatly from the 21atonic conception of J\.bsolute
Beauty or the a))J::>oach to it.

If a difference does exist,

it is not sufficiently great to warrant discrediting all
PIa tonic influence .on the lIypm.
The Absolute is the source of 8.11 earthly beauty
yiith both Shelley and 21ato.

~"lith

Sholley the S'pirit

;'consocpates 211 that it shines u)on.

II

~)l8.inly

Plato

specifies that all beauty is derived from the One.

1

Plato, Syr:l.)osium, trans. Jo·w·ett,
2Plato, Phaedrus, Ibid., II, 251.

-

o~")

•

cit., I, 211.

• • • if, there be 2.nythin;:; bOQutiful oth~r
than absolute OO.:luty, should thore be such,
that it can be boauti:Ll1.1 only in so far as it
:xlrtalws of absolute boauty.· . . 1
'rhe influence
rJhase of the poer:l.

0::: Plato r1ay be seen in yet Qnother

In s:Jeaking to the Spi:>i t of Beauty,

Shelley chap8.ctepizes it .:lS .::;ivinG "8race and truth to
life's unquiet dream. it
bee.uty.

Plato also associatos truth and

In his discussion of the elerJ.ents of Good he

S.9..yS:

'I1hen, if we ape not able to hunt the Good

viith one idea only, with threo we may catch
the prey; Beauty, Sym~iletry, Tputh apo the
three, and these ta~;:en tOGether ViC may regard
as the sincle cause of the mixturo, and the
mixture as boinG sood ~)"-:l re?son of the infus ion 0 f tllGlil. 2
In yet another place he 1.'1Q1:es tile l'elationship even closer.
The o:>der 0 i' thin:::;s, as ~Jercei ved, is Truth;
as expressed in Art, it is qeauty; as reflocted
in conduct, it is Goodness . .)
This is tho ::-;3no1"al line 01' Sl1.o110y t s tilinJdn,:; as expressed
in the Hy:::'m..

Shelloy searched for 'rruth thpOU:')l the Beau-

tiful, 8.nd eX;Jected it to affect :;lan' s conduct to the
extent of freeinG :t:llD.nldnd 1'1'01.1 its slavery.

Shelley vms also interested in and influenced by
/Jords',70rth.
1

Mary t s Journal laentions different occasions

Plato, Phaedo, Ibid., I, 10).

2Plato, ~hilebus, ~., II,

65.

3,~uoted by Philo IIelvyn Duck, :30ci2.1 Forces in
I,lodeI'n Literature (Boston: Gilli"l and Co., 1913), p. 233.

on vlhich Shelley re:J.d WordSvlOrth. l

An. order to Hookhar.1

in Decer.10er, 1812, included four volumes of ',"10 rasVlorth, s
poems. 2

;.lo have reference to Shelley's interest in

'iJorc.lsvlOrth evon at the time of the wri tine of' tho IIy:n.:q.
'.I:'lile the two Viere dail:;r together in Swi tzerl::::.nd, Shelley
is said to have

II

dosed n B::rron with 'Nords';lOrth. 3

This close contact ..vi th the poetry of ':.'ordsrrorth
I

had its effect.+

Evon in the conception of ::::. Spirit per-

vadin3 the universe there:is a similarity betwoen the two
poets.

In "Tintern Abbey" '.VordsV'forth sets forth his con-

ception of the Spirit.
A notion and a spirit, that impels
All thinldnc things, all objects of 0l.11 thought,
An.d rolls thl~ou6h :?~11 things. (11. 100-102)
This is

~Iluch

akin to tho Spirit of which Shelley spea1rs,

but Shelley goos farther from tho concrete to a Source
shedding its beauty thl'ough the concrete.

Discussing

this differonce Buck eXl)lains:
It was not Beauty in the concrete, as hill or
moadoVl, stream or cloud, or tho l:lu.man face or
fOl"'ln, vlhich inspired the best in Shal;:espeare,
Goethe, or 'i'JordsvlOrth, but tho finer essence of
harmony hidinG behind the concrete object, 2nd
moldint; it into form.
Beauty VI8.S, ~'lith him,
IT,Iary Shelley, .£E. ill., pp. 32, 47, +8.
2,,·
-p . o
3( .
une 11 ey, '"f
i¥or1-"s, I'r
.l'"
J lJal ter 3dwin Pock, Sh811ey, His Life and ;"101"1: (New
York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1927), I,Lj:70-4-71.-4;he publication of the ~)oom, uTo "iiopds-rlorth, II with
IIAlastor ll also indicates the trend of Shelley's thinkinG
durinc that period.
In the poom Shol1ey addresses i:iordsW'orth as i1Poet of Naturel! (1. 1) and alludes to his grief
over things de)arted, a reference, no doubt, to the lIOde
on Intima".:;ions of IYalTIortD.li ty. II

the sr)iri t of the universe, of vll1ieh obj oets
in nature are tho laore or less narred eXlJression--thespirit in Ylhieh 2.11 live and l:lOve
and have their boing. • .1
Shelley's interest in nature, I7hether
reD-ding '/[ords""JOrth ox' entirely

~xtrtly

ins~)ired

ins)il'od by

by the

~)eauties

of nature around him, c:.;i ves him a kinshilJ to 'Nordsv:orth.
Each author referred to the influence na'cure had on 11is
youth and. looked into the future with a c:::.11:111ess G:::.ined
f'roLl the early experiences.
'ilordsworth, Y;itnessing a133.in the thl>illing scenos
of earlier years, e:::plains that !.lis absence f'rom them has
not ::1o:::..nt :::..n absence of tile experience,
returned to his body and mind
in tranquillity.

'0':11311

Spoakin;; of' these

fo::.~

the sensations

the scenes wore recalled
il

bec,uteous

f'orl~ls II

nature and their eff'ect on him, he says:
To thel:l I may have oVled o.not11er gif't,
Of aSl)ect more sublime; that blessed mood,
In 117hic11 burthen of the mystery,
In ',;hich tho heavy and the \7eo.:r'y VloiGht
Of all this unintelligible '.[orld,
Is liGLltened: --that serene <'lnd blessed mood,
In \{hich the af'f'ections Gently lead us on,
Until, the breath of this cor,:JoI'eal f'raJ.:::le
And eVen the motion of our hwaan blood
AJ.:nost suspended, we are laid asleep
In body, a.."1d beco:ne a living soul:
'#11ile with an eye r,lade quiet by tho power
Of harl:'10ny, ancl tho de'3p power of joy,
;1e see into the life of' things.
If this
Be but a vain belief, yet, ohl horr oft-In darkness and amid the many sh,J.pes
Of joyless liGht; v[hen the fretful stir
Unprofi table, and tho fever 0::':' the vlOrld,
Have hunG u:)on the 'boatings of ~;lany heart-• J-

~.,

p. 217 •

of'

...

lIow of ton in s}irit, have I tUI'ned to thee,
For

No.ture thon to ne was:::.ll in all.

(11.

36-55, 72, 75)

He also looks to nature for future cmllfol"t.
• • • and this l)rayer I mo.ke,
lillovring that lJature never did betray
11he heart th:tt loved her; I tis he 1" ~)ri vilege,
Through all tho years of this our life, to lead
Prom joy to joy: for she can so inforl;1
Tho l;lind that is ..-ri thin us, so irn:?ress
',11i th quietness and beauty, and so food
,'lith lofty thouGhts, that neither evil tonGues,
Hash jud.:.::;r:lents, 110i.. the sneers of selfish men,
Hor greetings \";hero no kindness is, nor all
The dreary intorcourse of daily lifo,
Shall ~Jrevail against us, or disturb
Our cheerful faith, that all 'which vIe behold
Is full of blessi!l-Cs.
(11. l2l-l3L~)
Although Shelley is addr3ssinG a differont being, the
underlyinG mood is vory

~'Juch

lilw that of the l)assaGe

quoted from \'{ords'ilOrth.
The day bOCO:tilOS ::nore SOlOY,ID and serone
When noon is past--there is a harrllony
In autl..1.lTIIl, and a lustre in its sky,
W11.ich through the 3U1nmer is not heard or seen,
As if it could not be, as if :it had not boen!
Thus let trly power, which l11<:e the truth
Of nature on :::ly )assi ve youth
Decended, to my ommrd life su))ly
Its c9.lm--to one who worships thee,
And every for1:1 cont8..ining thee,
~;IhO:l, Spirit fair, th~r spells did bind
To feCl.1'" n:'rn.solf, O"nd love all human kind.
iJordsvlOrth IS rtOde on IntLlations of' Immort::lli tyil
is fandCtL"1entally different
yet tilOre are some
rin8 in the two

~)oints

_)0:,3[;13

1'1"01:1

the Hyrnn in i tn philosophy,

that are veI"-:I lilUch alilw. Occur-

are 8.bundunt likenesses in the vivid

imagery de)ictinr:; nature Qnd a sirlilar descri:,)tion of
sppins day.

Q
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More strikiT18 than these, however, are the underlyinG moods of the' tv{O.

Both poems set forth com:;)laints

in quostionings but er:1erge in thG end in a state of faith
and c·lL1mess.
ary gleam?

WordsV'{Orth asl{s "Whither is fled the vision-

rinere is it nOVI, the c;lory and the dream? 11 ;

Shelley in a similar str3.in inquires, il:1ny dost thou pass
aV'lay and leave our st.3.te, This dil:l vast vale of tears,
vac3.nt and desolate? II

v1[ordslvorth

SlJi to of the things that

p~eoduced

finds consolation in
the

r.10mentaj~~y

s3.dness.

'Ifuat though the r2.diance which was once so brieht
Be now forever talren from liT] sight,
ThouGh nothing can brinG b3.ck the hour
Of splendour of the grass, of glory in the flower;
We \7il1 grieve not, rather find
Strength in what remains behj.nd;
In prir:lal sJTr.l?a thy
Wl1ich having been r:lust ever be;
In the s('lothing thoughts that SlYI'ing
Out of human suffering;
In faith that looks through death
In years that briTlG the philosophic mind.
(11. 179-190)
The closing stanza of the

~

quoted in its entirety in

this same section, is a prayer for ca1l:mess , but a c3.1mness I"/hich seems to hJ..ve

~tlready

come because of 1:1is faith

in the power of the Spirit.
Just how' much this ereat contem)orary influenced
the poet is im)ossible to know, but there is enou8h evidence fol" even the conserv:J.ti ve student to see that
Snelleyf s poetry in this period vias colored by Wordsv{Orth.

\{nen Shelley said that IInever joy illumed my brow
Unlin};:ed wi tn hope that thou wouldst free this wOl'ld fron
its dark slavery, II he vms using the )Oelil to

expres~

an

interest \1hic11 motivated

~lis

'whole life.

dealin,s 'Ni th the expe:::.·ience behind the
out something of the extent and

n~ltu:ee

It is tru.e that Shelley's attitude

W3.S

The section

~)oem

has pointed

of this interest.
to a large ex.tent

affected by tho injustice he suffered. f1'01:1 Ilis conte::n.;:)oro.1"ies; hO;:lever the l:10Vel:1entD of the day, no doubt,
also shared in this influence.

Dr. Lind, one of tho mas-

ters at Eton has been accrodited 'Nith having direct\3d
Shelley's interest to the: Fronch revolutionary literature
and Godwin's Political Justice. l
That Godwin was the strongest influence in develo.?ing Shelley r s politic?.l and r:lOral ideas has not b'Jen
contpoverted as have ot:lOr phases of Shelley IS philoso:)hy.
Shelley

hi~a8elf

in vrriting to Godwin acknol'rledged his

debt to hiLl for ;:J.any of' his ideas.
It is non a :;)eriod of mope than two years
since first I saw your inestimable book on
II Political Justice; 11 it OlJOll0d my mind to f:''-'esh
and more extensive views; it mo..terie.lly influenced illy character, and I rose from its perusal
a wiser and a better nan.
I vras no lonGer the
votar~T of r01:1ance; till tDen I had e:dsted in
an ideal vmrld:--no':1[ I found that in this universe of ours I"ms enouch to excite the interest
of the heart, enough to em~')loy the discussion
of reason;
I beheld, in short, that I had
duties to -,Jerform. Conceive the effect which
"Political· Justice lf would have u90n a mind
before j eo.lous of its inde)endence 8_nd participatillG somewhat sinGularly in a peculiar susceptibility.
• • • •

-------------_._---------Ipercy Bysshe Shelley. The ReadeI" s Shelle;t, eds.
Carl H. Grabo and Llartin J. F:r'ee:nan ( HeYT York: American
Bool:: Corll:;:Jany, 19~2), p. ix.
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To you, as the regulator and forfller of my nind,
I r,1Ust ever look vii th real res~:)ect and vener1"
·
a t lone
The fact that Poli tic3.1 Just,ice ap )8~;.:ced on Shelley's
reading list time and time again

fro~

the year he read

it at Eton until 1820 indicates that it continued to hold
something of value for Shelley 10n3 after the letter was
vn'itten to Godvlin. 2
Critics, after

con~arative

studies of the two

writers, verify Shelleyrs:statement.
far as to say that

~oen

Brailsford goes so

1'ilab is nothint; but Godwin in

verse, with prose notes which quote or s1L':1."!larize him,!!3
and that Prometheus Unbound and Hellas were the greatest
of Godwin r s vvorks. 114

ThOUGh these statements are some-

what extI'eme, they do indicate the strength of his conviction reGarding Godwin's influence on Shelley.

Barrell

more :nildly concludes:
Godwin stayed with Shelley the longest.
The inheritor, as Locke had been the progeni tor, of the philos09hies, Godwin ViaS the
nearest to Shell<;1y of all the eighteenthcentury writers.~

IShelley, Norks, VIII, 2l~O-2;_~1.
2uary Shelley, OT). cit., Hefer to the l'eading list
at the end of each year-:- 3Henry Noel Brailsford, Shelle;y:, Godwin and Their
Circle (4e':l York: II. Holt and Com)any" 1913), p. 175.
Ibid., p. 174.
c:7Barrell, £E. ci~., p. 20.
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1,IcDonald,1 Grabo,2 and;i'Jhite,3

2..mong

many others, also

point out this fact.
Godrlin's doctrine as set for·th in Political Justice,
though in his time considered radical, has bGCOllle more
common among lJhiloso)hers of recent times.

A brief sum-

mary of some of his major ideas follovlS:
Godwin, like the political thinkers from vlhom he
derived his ideas, believedLin the perfectibiIi ty of mankind and society.\ Men by taldng
thou0ht could, he believed, .J.emove the c~uses of
their political and social enslavement and establish a society vastly better than that in '''lhich
we live. This society as Godwin conceived it,
vasa completely democratic one in ,,{hich small
self-sufficing groups governed themselves through
public assemblies open to all.
Public opinion,
not laws or public institutions, was to be the
source of inherited evils and inequalities. Man,
if freed from them, vrould realize his }Jotentialities for good. Godvrin waE" an extreme indi vidualist, a theoretical anarchist, believing that
goverrunent the bes t ,inieh goveI'ns leas t. He did
not, hovlever, believe in violence or revolution
to attain the ideal society. Uen are ruled by
ideas. ;Thon there is conplete freedom of thought
and expres.'::;ion, mcn can be persuaded to mend
theil' ways smd do avray wi tll the oppressive heratill[; of law and custom. Free thOUGht and free
eX9ression, public o~Jinion :'lncoerced by the state,
the ChUrC[l, };:inss, and dictators, is the liberating force ;chrouzh vrhich a better society is to
be I'ealized. L~ °
The Hymn mel'ely alludes to the whole problem of
freeinG hc:unani°!;y from i t3 shackles; therefore one could
lDaniel J. Ma?Donald, ~

Radicalism of Shelleil
72.
2Shelley, The Header's Shcllcv, eds. J-rabo and
"Freeman, p. x.

~ Its Sources (Nashlngton D. C., 19l2), p.

3Nhite, OPe cit., I, 98.

4ShelleY~The Re~derts

Freelnan, py. ix-x.

Shelleil' eds. Grabo and
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not say, without the holl) of other "",,[ritinGs, that his
idea of freedom Vias deT'i ved from Godvrin.

'{vi th the help

of the other viri tinGs occurring before and after the
HYl!.£!, there is little doubt that Godvlin to a large extent inspired him with the desire to see the world liberated.
Shelley believed the 90et had the

s~)ecial

c;ation of beine the s90kesman of human freedom.
to this that he was dedicated in the

H~TIi1n.

obI iIt Vias

But the real

philosophy behind this co.llin[; is eX91ained nore fully in
IIA Defence of Poetry,1l written several years later.

Shelley no loncer strove to free hwnanity by the methods
used in his Irish emancipation effort.

Through poetry,

or art in the general sense, he Grew to believe, the world
received liGht and inspiration for better living_

He

explained his conception of the place of poetry in the
world in the lIDefence.

fI

Poetry is indeed sonethins divine. It is at
once the centre and circwnference of knowledge;
it is that which cOnI)l'ehends all science, and
that to which all science must be referred.::"It is at the sacue time the root and blossom of
all other systems of thought; it is that from
lihich, if blighte~ denies the f:euit and the
seed, and vJithholds from the barren world the
nourislllnent and the succession of the scions
of the tree of life. It is the perfect and conswnate surface and bloom of all things; it is
as the odour and colour' of the rose to the texture of the elements which com;>ose it, as the
fonn and s~lendour of unfaded be~utY to ~he
secrets of anatomy and corruption.
1

Shelley, irA Defence of .2oetry, iI Works, VII, 135.
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A large portion of the essay is taken up with
shoVling that the avralwnins o.nd development of the nations have been simultaneous vrith the lJroduction of great
poetry, indic'ltinG that through the :Joet the proGress was
inspired.

Since Shelley felt th2.t the poets livere

res~)on-

sible for the :)ro[;;ress of hurnani ty and that liThe abolition of personal slavery is tho basis of the hiGhest
poli tical ho})e th'l"c

CD.D

entep into the l!lincl of man to

concoi ve" l one can see the ~)sycholoSY behind his dedication in the

~.

Tho porler working through the poet is of a divine
source.

The )oot Uqartici:;a tos in the eternal, the infi-

nite, and the one, 1I 2

thus making :Jootpy itself lithe inter-

ponetration of a diviner n~;tture through our own." 3
lI

It

makes inr:Jortal all that is best and most beautiful in

the world ll

4 and

"redeoms from decay the visitations of

the di vini ty in man. 1I5

Believing tho IJOet to be the chan-

nel throuGh which the divine blesses the world, Shelley
not only felt justifiEd in taking tho
and

:n-'o~)het

~')lace

of spokesman

but also folt obliGated to do so..iorking

through the poet, the divine source allo'llS him, above all
others, to llap)rehend the true and the bcautiful u6 enabllIbido , p. 127·
21'O~. d . , p. 112.
3 rbid . , p. 136.
4Ibid • , p. 137.
5ibid.
6rbid • , p. Ill.
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ing him to !llift the veil from the hidden beauty of the
vwpld. til
After his study of

iI

A Defence of Poetry, lI;{ni te

concluded:
At this point it is clearly to be seen that
poetry is to Shelley simply the voice of Intellectual Beauty, that Intellectual Beauty is in
itself the STh;l of all true Irl1agination conceivable and inconceivable, that the individual D.Uman imagination flows from this founi.:.ain and
bacIt: into it and is the nearest hm:w.n contact
wi til the Divine. It is this contact, in Shelleyr s
view, tha-c b~th stim~lates Freedolll and is stimulated by it.
Nith the aid of i1A Defence of Poetry," onG is able
to read much betiveen the lines of the Hyrrm concerning
Shelley's reasons for dedicatine his \vhole life to freein,; nankind and eS!Jecially for tho place of honor which
he gives to Intellectual Beauty.
S-Llmlnarizinel:;he cha.)ter, we

C3.!1

say that the main

sources for Shelley's philosophy as expressed in the
were Plato, Vlordsywrth, and Godwin.

HV.1ID

--"--

Shelley, however,

did not SerVe as a mouthpiece to expound their ideas in
the original form, but after f.l.Odifying them or taking from
them only parts, he £,i tted them all into a philoso:?h,r
of his ovm.

._----_._-'lIbid., p. 117.

2VJ;.'lite, El2.. cit., 11, 278.

C:tIAPTER V

STYLE

•

Despite the intensity of an experience or the profundity of a philosophy they remain unknown to the world
in general unless they are expressed in a lasting form.
lifo doubt there have been luany vlho have had meaningful experiences which they vrould have liked to share vIith their
fellow man and just as many Viho have come into possession
of ideas 'F/hich would have been a contribution to the great
world of philosophy, but the rocipient and the experience
died toget:ner.

Such

VlaS

not the case with Shelley.

Shelley vms able to express those feelings which agitated
him I'even to tears" in S\.l.ch a way that we who are living
a century later have shared the experience.

He was able

to preserve the philosophy v/hich he valued in such a form
that it, no doubt, will be found in the annals of literature trll'oughout the ages.

What was there about the forra

and the style that served as the preserving element of the
~?

Was it original with Shelley, or was it borrowed

from another artist?

The J.Jur90se of this chapter r!ill be

to analyze the intricate phases of Shelley's style in
search of the answers to the above qUGstions.
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'rhe investiGation \1ill consist of

8.

study of the

figures of speech, a metrical analysis treating stanzaic
form, and metre, and a study of the relationship of the
emotional tone of the
analyzed.

)06frl

to the metrical pattern an

Such a study should enable us to see the poet's

method of l")reserving his ideas.
One aspect of an author's style is his use of
figures of speech.

In the HyrJE; Shelley uses the simile

fJ.ore than any other figure.

The fact that he is intro-

ducing an unknovm Deity who is invisiblo ,'larrants comparison

';/i th

fx:liliar things in order to tell the reader of

its nature.

Notice the following list taken from the

Hypm.

As Sllium.er winds tl~at cree9 from flovrer to floV'rer; (1. L~)
Lilre moonbeams that behind some i)iny mountain shower,
(1.

Like' hues and harmonies of evening, (1. 8)
Like clouds in starlight widely spread, (1.

9)

Like me:r.lOry of music fled, (1. lU)
Like aught that for its grace Llay be
Dear, and yet dearer for its mystery. (11. 11-12)
Like mist o'er mountains driven (1.

32)

Or [}ikQ] music by the night wind sent
Throu8h strings of some still instrQ~ent (11.

33-34)

Or [iikQ] moonlight on a midnight stream (1. 35)
.~d

. . . . . . . . like

clouds doyart

come • • • . •

• (11.

Like darkness to a dying flrune (1.
Like life and fear

(1.

48)

4.5)

37-38)

5)
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. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. li];l:e
. . .the. .truth
...
':ehe -(l1ajori ty of these siuiles
By their use

t.~le

0.1"3

(11. 70-79)

illustrated

frOI:l nature.

s)ecific e.nd usually visible qualities

of l1c..ture are attributed to the ruore indefinite iY:visible
quali ties of IntellectuQ.l Beauty 1Hllich Shelley is oxplaininc;.

Their vivid imagery and haunt inc ::1Usic do ::ilUch to

em,~ich

the .;.Joem tb.l">oucnout.
Shelley ex:;?ress es his incli viduali ty in ilis use

of the similes in serie3.· GroupinG them together as ne
does, each new quality adds strength to those already
gi ven.

This groupin,:; causes ten of t110

into two of the stanzas, one and '::';1.1ree.
fOU1~

Sil~liles

to fall

The I'enaining

are scattered runong tne other five stanzas.
By l"eason of its frequency, alliteration also

calls for consideration in the ii;l11l1.'1..

The use of this

fiGure in earlier English poetry was for the

lJur~Jose

of'

lirJcing verse, but in :';101'e receJ,ct til:lOS it has become
~ore

of' a rhyth:t:l3_cal device to

tory sensations. 1
eration

.fLn~nish

deliGhtful audi-

A list of tho lines containing allit-

follo~S:

Lil:e hues and harmonies of evening
Like memory of ll1usic fled

(1. 8)

(1. 18)

'E'1.is dim V'lst vale of tears,
'lIlly aught s110ulcl fail and fade

(1. 17)
(1. 20)

lWilliam T. 13rewster, English COY.1~)osition and Style
(rJe"l York: The Century Co:r;llJ any , 1912), ). L~33.
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• • • like mist oler mountains driven,

(1.32)

Or moonlight on a midnight stream,

(1. 35)

That wax and wane in lovers I eyes;

(1. t~3)

Like darkness to a dying flame 1

(1.

;-~5)

Hopes of high talk with the departed dead,

(1. 52)

(1. 50)

News of birds and blossoming,

The day becomes more solemn 'and serene

(1. 73)

Of this list of alliterations the third and seventh,
involving clic11.6s, loose t~1.eir freshness and aPiJeal.

In

contrast to these two weak ones, tho first two are unusually strildng in their appeal.

Each of them plays its

part in contributing to the appeal or the poem as a rlThole.
Other figures of speech are conspicuoasly scarce.
The metaphor, a very com:',lOn figure, is an illustration.
Only two eXa121:ples of this oceur.

Shelley makes use of a

continual metaphor v/11en he c3.l1s the Spirit a shadow ?.nd
treats it as such throughout the )oem.

A direct lletaphor

occurs in stanza four when he speaks to the Spirit and
I

calls it a times senger of sYI119athies. 11
Shelley was not doine the unusual by writlng the

Hyl11l]; in a definite stanzaic pattern.

His practice in

regard to the use of stanzaic rorm has been given in a
study made by Louise Pro..s)st.
short poems reveals that the.

Her study or lJ5 of :his
~)oemshaving

zaic pattern are much in the majority.l
_

••• _ _ _ _

'-..-

• •- . "

..

_

•

.....__ ....

" . - _ -_ _ •

a derini te stan'rhe fact that it

_ _ _ _ _ ·~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ w _ _ , _ _ _ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _

r

lLouise Propst, AIl; Analytical StudI of

Shollo~1

Ve~ification (Thesis; University of IOVIa, 1932)',

9-50.

pp • .~
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was his usual practice to write his
forms, however, is not sufficient
in the

~~.

sh~rt

90ems in stanzaic

ex~)lanation

for ius use

The very nature of the l)oem requires a defi-

niteness and a conclusiveness which is only achieved in
stanzaic forms.

A :?rayer calls for a conclusion, and the

very form of a hyrm suggests the regular ro:.)eated rhythm
accomplished by the use of the stanza.
This

~)articular

Shelley's oml creation.

twelve-lined stanza form is
As far as my study has gone, I

have been unable to find it duplicated in all respects by
any other EnGlish author and certainly not by Shelley himself. l

The twelve-lined stanza has been er,1~)loyed by var-

ious authors; however, the other

tlr/O

phases of stanzaic

form, rhyme sc1J.eme and line length, arc not identical.
The lonB stanza is especially adapted to the subject, since
it is more conducivG to rather intricate rhyme schemes and,
therefore, the more

com~)lex

ideas and emotions expressed

in the Hymn.
The pattern of the line lenGth is 5,5,5,5,6,L~,4,5,

-------

The effect of irregularity of line length has
been smrunarized by Louise Pro9st.
",'Ii th

an irre2;ular arr2.ngement of lines of varying lenGths, a stanza takes a ;Jtill different
outline. Alt:L1ouZh the contrast bet·ween the long

lIt is possible that Shelley borrovled this form
from the Italian poets. If trlis becrue , it would not
minimize the credit due Shelley since he adapted it ~
English verse.
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and short lines is not always so Great, the uneven extending and contracting _ _ _ is particularly well suited to flle fluctuations of their
more com~lex emotions.
Although this statement was made concerning irI>egular
lines as a whole, it a,?plies to the Hyml1. as accurately as
if it had been made about it specifically_

The ever

changing emotions from fear to joy, and des)air to hope
aImos t der,lJ.nd an irregularity in rorm.

Not only do the

irregular lines 6i Vel the desired rhytr.unical efrec t as
received by the ear, but they also ?roduce the same
efreci: on the printed page vlhen encountered by the eye.
The hexameter line near the center makes the stanza seem
roomier and furnishes another means of irregularity.
The intervieaving effect of the rhyme scheme produces a much needed unity within the individual stanza.
The awful shadow of some unseen Power
a
Floats though unseen muong us,--visiting
This various world vlith as inconstant wing
As summer winds -eha t cree~) from flower to floliver,-Like moonbeams that behind some piny mountain shower,
It visits with inconstant glance
Each human heart and countenance;
Like hues and harmonies of evening,-Like clouds in starlight vddely spread,-Like memoI'Y of music fled,-Like aught that for its grace :may be
Dear, and yet dearer for its mystery.

-

-

T'ne repeated a and b rhymes enveloping the cotlplets bind
-

the stanza together.

The cOln!)lex emotions andqrofound

thought could not possibly have been revealed so effectively in short disconnected stanzas.
Iprops t , .£12.-

.t
~.,

"0
p.o.

The poetts wisdom in
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choosinG the most appropriate form is another characteristic of the real artist.
Vii thin the poem as a ':lhole there is a similar unity
produced by double rhyrne l occurring irreGularly throughout the poem.
this aspect.

Apgendix B shovlS the coml)lete analysis of
An examination of the chartuill reveal a

unifying chord which tends to form a closer relationship
among the stanzas.

One

demonstrate this.

v'{ords

exa~i1ple
r~ymins

taken from tho chart will
-ui th be and mystery in

stanza one occur in all but one of the following stanzas.
Stanza three has see and

m;Lltabi~it.I;

realit~;

and ecstasy; stanza six, free

stanza five,

~

stanza four, be and

and slaver:!; and stanza seven, thee and

th~.

Although

this is the most extreme exallwle, many of the rhymes are
repeated once and some tv:ice in other stanzas.
Shelley exercises much freedom in varying his
rhyraes.

In several cases he substitutes near-rhyme for

exact rhyme.

Some of the most obvious exam.oles of these

are upon, Gone, and shown in stanza

trIO;

~pathies

and

eyes in stanza four;· ruin and pursuing in stanza five; and
harmony and

s~1

in stanza seven.

One example of identical

rhyme occurs in stanza seven, thee and

~.

The combination of the long stanza, irregular line
length, and interweavins rhYJ.l'1.e scheme makes the stanza
form peculiarly Shelley's ovm and especially adapted to
1

Double rhYl11e is the recurring of rhymine;words in
various stanzas.
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the idea and mood in the l)oem.
~)oem

ten a

Shelley have wri t-

on freedom and felt himself bound to conven-

tional methods of eX)I'es :.;in[; it?
nature.

Could

Such vras not Shelley's

A longing to burst loose the conventions that

bound mankind found expression in a stanza form di:f:ferent
:from all oth 3rs.
t

In contI'ast to his original stanza form, the basic
metre, iarubic pentameter, is one of the most comrnon, both
in Shelley's ovm writing and in that of other poets.
the

105

and

37

poems in Propst's study,

of the

69

69

O:f

of them are iamoic

are in the pentameter. 1

The iambic rhy-

tbm is especially ada:;>ted to the subject matter.

The

poem under consideration beiY.![; reflective, as well as philosophical, the following statement is a.:?t)licable.
Of all our rhyth:ms the iambic u,Jpears to be the
bost ada;;;ted to serious statoly, continued narrative or dramatic or re:flective verse. 2
Although Shelley used this very COl1lr:10n metre,

he

did not limit himsel:f;)y it but adapted it to 11.is use by
varying it.

In reg:1rd to his poetry as a vrhole Propst

makes 'chis statement:
From such observations it b,ecomes evident that
substitutions in sin.;le feet provide Shelley with
an inexhaustible source o:f variety. Usually the
earlier poems are more regular, but even in some
of them may be found the diversity o:f modulation
that ch'1racterizes later ones. From those more
Ipropst, £Eo ci~o, p. 96.
2Charles Mills Gn.yley and Clement Young, English
l:lootry: ~ Princi:)les and Pro~ress (New York: The
IVlacmillan Com~)any, 1909;'p. Iii.
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rigid to the freer, although the pattern is
fixed, "[;hrougr1 its reGular design are
worked changes t'la t lend continual vitality.
'..mether used consciously or not, their presence
and ineffectiveness Day not be disregarded; they
clearly show that, for Shelley, metre, iambic,
trochaic, 01" anapaestic, is plastic instead of
rigid and that he molds it to suit and enhance
the ~Joetic idea. These variants, darine; or subtle, facile or delicate, grave or bouyant, constantly enrich the basic structure. l
Evidences of thi[; can bo seen throughout the
changes, hoviever, are: not made

ha~)hazardl:y,

H~TffU1.

The

but each for

a particular offect.
Iiledial pauses and run-on lines, as 'ifell as substi tutions and inversions, determine the rhythrnical flow
of each stanza.

l;~edial

lJauses sometimes break the line

and make it seem short and uneven, but more often they
make IJossible the run-on line Ythich in turn tends to 8i ve
the lines a smooth, fast flowing effect.

The first line

of the quotation belo1:1 illustl'ates the first kind of
medial

~)ause,

while the follovring lines illustrate the

latter:
I was not heard: I

say! them not:
When musing .dee'?ly on the lot
Of life, at that sweet time when 'il'inds are wooing
All vi tal things that v,rake to brins
NevIs of birds and blossoming,
The above quotation is also sufficient to illustrate the
rhythmical effect of the run-on line.

iJedial ._Ia-clses vary

i.n strength frOL:l the stronsly acccented pauses called cesuras to the wealc, sometimes 2,lnost inaudible pauses •

_---------------_. ,-----

.
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This being true, one cannot always tell by glancing at the
nwnber of medial pauses ,;[hether or not the rhytl1.m of the
stanza is noticeably

interru~)tod.

The last stanza of the

Hymn is an exam:) 10 •

In spite of the fact that nl_ne medial

pauses occur, it is the smoothest of all the stanzas.
Appendix A shovlS a scansion of the Hymn with inversions, substitutions, and medial )auses indicated.

Since

an examination of the Appendix will revoal the extent of
these, I shall point out their relationship to the subject
matter and the emotional changes in the poem.

Just how

well the poet succeeds in using the metrical devices to
roveal the desirod emotional effect dJtermines, to a. large
extent, tho rela.ti ve success or failure of the

~Joem.

The first stanza is rel8. ti vely smooth '."'Ii th the
exce.:)tion of the substitution of spondees for iambs on the
first foot of five lines in the last half of the stanza.
These spondees give emphasis to the sirrdles given to illustrate the qualities of the Spirit.

Tvro inversions l occur,

each of vlhich causes the sentence to begin with a stressed
syllable rat11er than an unstressed, Giving it added force.
The first one is in line

t1i'ro

:n 'iilhich tlFloats" is one of

the key words; the other comes in the last line of the
stanza in which the characteristic
emphasized.

of dearness is

A spondee follows tho inveI'sion in

being

thi~

lSome authorities speak of this as SUbstitution
rather than inversion. In that case the substitutions
would be trochees for iambs~
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instance, givin3

~~rther

emphasis.

An extra unstressed

syllable comes at the end of line 8ight,

This lends to

the line a lingering soft ending characteristic of the
idea involved.

This stanza contains only two medial

pauses, the fewest of any of the other stanzas.
As the subject becomes more involved and ehe emotions more complex, the changes, as a rule, increase.
n~~e

The

of the shadow, Spirit of Beauty, is given emphasis

by an inversion in the first line of stanza tvlO.

A spon-

dee after the medial pause in the third line calls attentiion to the important question, IIWhere art thou gone?tI
Line five illustrates an inversion after a medial pause.
v

I

v

I..

v

/"

I

v

lui

v

This dim vast vale of tears, vacant and desolate
Again this throws the stress on a key word which makes the
characteristic mood of the stanza stand out.

Each of the

sex'ies of six questions begins with a spondee.

Not only

dOGS this emphasize the question, but it corresponds to
the co::,u;:Jlaining dissatisfaction of the author.

The medial

pauses hav8 increased to five in this stanza.
Stanza three is nore regular than stanza tvlO , but
the first part is still rhythmically irreGular.
five lines and line eight end with an anacrusis.

The first
These

extra unstressed syllables at the end of the lines both
lengthen and Yfeaken them.

Lines five and seven beGin

spondees and line thr'ee VIi th an inversion.

1";1 th

In contrast to

this the las t four lines are perfect ie...-rnbic metre without
interruption.

The light of the Spirit of Beauty is being
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cOYll:?ared to mis t, :;;1Usic, and moonlight and the quieting
effect of each.

The chanrJe from an irregular rhythm to a

smooth rhythm is consistent vli th the chanse of the mood
from despairinG questioning to a calm faith.
Stanza four takes us back to the irregularity of
staJ.1.za tvm.

As he points out the possible advantages to

be gained by a constancy of this inconsta..'1.t Spirit, and
pleads fearfully for it to remain, the emotional pitch
rises.

Ten medial pauses, five substitutions of spondees,

and two inversions are the result.
The first part of stanza five retains, to a large
extent, this emotional tension.

As Shelley describes his

childhood search for ghosts and interviews with the dead,
the rhytl1ra is hesitant.

Lines tvro and three end with the

extra unstressed syllable, v:hile line four becomes almost
non-rhytbmical in correspondence to its halting fear>ful
emotion.

Ho~es

of

hi~h

ta{k wi{h the

d~pajted

de'd

Wi t11. a sUbstitution and tvm inversions occurring in a pentameter line, it would be difficult to lJoint out a basic
metre.

The last iJart of the stanza describing the exper-

ience causins his a",vakening to life, flows ra.9idly.

The

lines are long, chiefly run-on, and the interruptions,
beine; mainly first syllable str8sses, invigorate the sec"cion.

Line ten is the only

exacl~)le

introductory unstressed syllable.

0:['

an omission of an

I

u

/

I

v

vi

News of birds and blossoming

Stanza six is unusually smooth.

It is a state-

ment of Shelley1s dedication and devotion to the Spirit.
An emotion is expressed in line till-'ee which is

em~)hasized

by an extra stressed syllable, or a substitution of a
cretic or 3..n iamb.

The only other interruption, with the

exception of medial pauses, is an inversion in line five.
This still reflects the eraotional fluctuation in this
part of the stanza.

With:llbeating heart and streaming

eyes ll Shelley calls the i'phantoms of a thousc:.nd hOUl'S!! to
witness to his devotion to the Spirit.

Only four :nedial

pauses occur.
The last stanza, also, is unusually smooth thus
metrically harmonizing with the c::J.lmness which his faith
in tho Spirit has brought to him.

Spondees introduce

lines four and eleven; other'l7ise the rhythm is only brolren by weak medial ")auses.
SWTImarizing briefly the metrical aspect of the
H;;!1lm, we have found Shelley's using similes and alli ter-

ation almost to the exclusion of other figures of speech.
Their use invigorates the
imaGery.

?OOr;l

and enlivens it with vivid

'fhe stanza form, an irregular, trrelve-line

stanza. with an original rhyme scheme, is a:,hH'O,)ria.tely
ada)ted to the idea and mood of the writer.

The basic

metre, ialilbic pentameter, is frequently varied by substitutions and inVersions.

The rhythm is also varied by
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medial pauses and run-on lines.

The complete coordina-

tion between the stylistic features and the emotional
fluctuation of the :)oem is the

finalsn~oof

is a real artis t and the

a genuine piece of art.

Hyml~,

that Shelley

CHAPTER VI
COECLUSION

CI-IAP'rER VI
CONCLUSION
Now that the study has come to a close, we have
opportunity to look at all the phases combined to see
just what has been contributed to a better understanding
of

the~.

The

P00111

is' in the form or a prayer and is

addressed to Intellectual Beauty.

After establishine the

quali ties of this Deity, its :)ower, inconstancy, invisibility, and universality, Shelley recalls his vain search
for the meaning of life through the supernatural.

The

real meanin;3; of life and its purpose C3..."11e to him when the
shadow of Intellectual Beauty fell on him.

This exper-

ience resulted in a dedication of his life to the Spirit,
the ultimate aim being to free the world of its slavery.
Believing he is in the autumn of his life, he pleads that
the Spirit to vlhom he has dedicated his povrers '.:'1ill supply
to his life a calm which he

30

much desires.

The personal experiences inclUded in the poem
proved to be of major inportarlce in Shelley's life.

The

su,?ernatural held a fascination for him from very early
in his life to the writing of the 11J"'111n.

Biogra)llies and

lo·t:;ters provide abundant evidence that his interest in

66
freeine humanity, though varyinc; in nwthods of
never vi3..vered.

ex~)ression,

The excursion which Shelley was on when he

wrote the H;yrnn brought him in contact vIith the inexpressible beauties of nature on the one hand and the conditions
of op;Jressed and suffering hu.mani ty on the other.

Inspired

by these contrasting scenes, the conflicting emotions welling up in the sensitive Sholley found an outlet through
the creation of the

~.

'rhe philosophies ?xpressed in the )oem;"Jere the
rosul t of years of arduous study and

dee~)

thought.

They

found expression in modified forms in most of his works
preceding the Hvnn.

The idea of Intellectual Beauty and

many of its characteristics are derived mainly from ?lato,
whose dialogues Shelley read and admired from his Eton
days.

The great literary contem;)orary,

~VordsvJOrth,

per-

ceptibly influenced his ideas and method of ex.)ression.
Both poets were interested in nature; both believed in a
Spirit perVading the universe; both

ex~)ressed

themselves

in plaintive questionincs revealing conflicting emotions;
both emerged in a s:9irit of faith.

Shelley, although

already interested in freedom, vms inspired and 1';10re fully
aV/akened by his reading of God'idn f s Political Justice.
It also beC8.2:1e a guide helping hin for::nulate his ideas in
a more definite form.
Shelley proved himsolf to be a real artist in his
use of figures of speech, choice of stanza form, and

ability to adapt the metre to the ideas and moods of' the
poem.

His deftness in using the metric3.1 devices to ex-

press his fluctuating emotions enabled him to convey to
the reader his inmost feelinz;s.

The combination of all

these make of the Hymn one of the great literary masterpieces of the YiTOrld.·
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APPENDIX B
DOUBLE RHTI,~ OCCURRI NG IN HYMN TO INTELLECTUAL BEAUTY*
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*Each color represents a different rhyme. Its irregular repetition in the various
stanzas produces an interweaving effect throughout the poem .
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A

I

lui:.iIi" 'ro IlJT3LLEC'l:lL:l.L 3EXLJTY

I

'rho awful shadow of SOLle unseen Povler
Floats tho'..l:;11. unseen a:;lODg us, --visi ting
r:phis various ,,;vorld -,-:i th as inconstant vling
As Slmlraer \7inds that creeI? fron flower to flowel",-Li1:e :noonbeal~lS tho.t be::'lind some piny rJ.ount::l.in shower,
It visits with inconstant Glance
Each h1..lLlo..n heal"t and countenance;
Lilw hues and ha1"1":10nios of oveninG,-Like clouds in starlight widely spreo.d,-Like mer.10Y""J of nusic fled, -LEw aUGht that for its grace may be
Dear, and yet dearer for' its mystery.

5

10

II

Spirit of Beauty, that dost consecrate
-.71th thine o-Im hues all thou dost srlin:; u~)on
Of hwnan thouSht or fonn,--w11.ore o..rt thou Gone?
mly dost thou pass army and leave our state,
Tllis di::n vast valo of tears, vlce.nt and desolate?
Ask Vlfly the sunliGht not forever
Weaves rainbovlS 0 r er yon r:10untain-ri VOl",
inly o.u.-.:;ht should fail and fade that once is shovm,
Tlhy fear and droa.lJ. and death and birth
Cast on the daylight of this eal"th
Such gloom, --villy luan has such a scope
POI' love and 'hate, despondency and. hopo?

15

20

III

ITo voice fro:::: SO:;1e sublLler rror'ld hath ever
25
To sace or ~oet these ros)onsos civen-'l'horeforo the na::-;les of DO;::lOn, Gll0st, and Heaven,
J.O~;12,"in the records of t:18ip v:::in endeavour,
Frail s:.)011s--'.71103e uttered c~larm :aight not avail to sover,
Fron 0..11 no he2.r and::1.1l we 800,
30
Do~'..8t, cha.nce, cmcl ',',lU taiJili ty.

72
Thy light alone--lilre
Or music by the
Through strinGs
Or moonlicht on
Gi vas grace :?nd truth

nist 0 I er 1710unt:J.::!..ns driven,
nisht-wind sent
of sorae still instl"tUllent,
a ::.lidnicSht strOX:l,
to .life I s unquiet dream.

35

IV
Love, Eop:;,3.nd Self-esteem, Iil:;:e clouds dOIX1.::-,t
J.nd GO::TI8, for 30:,10 lUlcertain mOll18nts lent.
Ean Vloro i:rr:.·,lOrt::ll, 2nd o:n:ni:)otent,
Didst thou, unJ.::nown :J.nd av/iul 8.S thou art,
1+0
Eeep 1;7ith thy clorious tr:l.in firm stJ.te vlithin his heart.
':Chou r,18SSel1Ger of sy:,l)a tII.:.e3,
Ti:lat V1X:::' and wane in loverls oyes-rrhou--tiw.t to 1l1.':U:1l8.n thousht art nourislnnent,
Liko dar~cnes::; to a <;lyinG flx;le 1
L~5
DOl)[1.rt not--as thy s11o.o.o'.7 CJ":';lO,
Depart llot--lest the G'2o.ve sho':J.ld be,
IJil{e life 2~11.cl fea.~"l, a clal'll{ l1cali t7l.

v
,J11ilo yet a boy I sou~~t for Chosts, and s)ed
Throuc:.;h l:l3.ny a listening Ch2;.1:100r, C8.ve and J:'uin,
50
And starli[;ht Y!ood, ivi til feal'li"cll st8pS )ursuinG
Hopos of high talk vith tho departed d03.d.
I callod on .)oisonous nC..IllOS nith 'I":Thich OUI' youth is fed;
I ri8.s not hoard--I sm'! them not-\v1"18n musinG deeply on the lot
55
or life, at that s',;'Jeet tir:lC ',;hen ',rinds [Lpe rJooi:..'16
All vi tal t}:dngs that wake to brinG
Irens of birds and blossonin(;,-Sudden, t~lY SL18.doVI fell on 2:10;
I shrieked, .::::..nd claspod my ho.nds in ecstasy!
60

VI
I vO',Jod that I YJould dedicate ::lY powers
To thee and thine--l1ave I not l::ept the vow?
rlitll boatin£:; heart and strearainc eyes, even nOVI
I call tho :;)113.ntoms of ~'.. thousClnd hours
Each frO::l :hisvoiceless Grave: the;l have in visioned bovmrs
/
Of stUdious zeal or lovels deli:.;ht
00
OutwatcJ:lOd ,,'lith ne tho envious niGht-They in-l0Vi that nevel" joy illur:18d my brov:/,
Unliri!::ed ':Ii th hope that t~lOU '.70uldst free
rl:his Ylorld froLl its darl: slavery,
70
Tho. t thou--O aVliUl LOVELIl;.2SS,
"Jouldst Give 1711ate f or these ',"fOrds CQl:not eXl)ress.
/

73
VII
The dav bocomes mope sololnn Qnd serone
',lno; noon j.B )ast--there iss.. harmony
In Qutumll, and J, lustro in its sky,
';~TJ:lich throuc;h the SUl:lI:18r i8 not heard or soon,
As if it could not be, as if it had not beenl
Thus let thy pOVier, \7hi ch like the truth
Of nature on ny PQssive youth
Decencled, to ::-:1.:;r ol1vl::'.rd lifo Stl)IJ1y
Its cal~n--to ono -,ill0 ';roI'slli-:xl thoe,
And overy form con!~ain~.nG thee,
~n-lOL~, SPIRI'll fail-, thy s_)0118 did bind
To fear himself, and love ':'...11 inuuJ,D ~::ind.
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